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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
EMERGING VISION STATEMENT

Wallan East (Part 1) precinct will be a contemporary 20-minute
neighbourhood, with a focus on a reimagined station precinct.
The precinct will offer the community a variety of innovative and sustainable
living choices close to all daily needs and within easy access to Wallan Station.
The precinct will be the northern gateway of Melbourne and
will celebrate the unique cultural, biodiversity and recreational
values of Merri Creek and the rural surrounds.
This vision is complemented with six purpose statements which were developed together with
the project’s stakeholders at the Vision and Purpose Co-design Workshop in July 2020.

Purpose 1.
Connecting to
the existing and
emerging precincts.

Purpose 2.
Responding to
the natural and
physical context.

Purpose 4.
Leveraging
Wallan Station
for progressive
urban form.

▶ To integrate well into the existing and future
Wallan township, as well as the broader
northern growth corridor.
▶ To improve connectivity and accessibility
within the precinct and to key external
destinations, by providing sustainable active
travel options to reduce vehicle usage.

▶ To work in harmony with natural
attributes of the site including Merri Creek
and biodiversity values to leverage
opportunities for place-making.
▶ To deliver clear responses to constraints
within the site including the APA gas
pipeline and flat topography.

▶ To invigorate Wallan train station
as a key defining feature of the
precinct that incorporates mixed
use development opportunities.
▶ To create a hub for transport that
visually and functionally serves as
a gateway between metropolitan
Melbourne and the north.

Purpose 3.
Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way.

▶ To respond holistically to flooding and
drainage considerations.
▶ To appreciate the role and value of Merri Creek from
an amenity, environmental and drainage perspective.
▶ To promote integrated water management
measures such as stormwater harvesting and
recycled water opportunities, particularly in
higher density development.

Purpose 5.
Contributing to
the local economy.
▶ To ensure that employment uses in
the precinct will be of a
complementary nature to the rest of
Wallan and Mitchell Shire.
▶ To capitalise on the future BIFT and
Wallan Town Centre as key focus
areas of employment in the
immediate vicinity.

Purpose 6.
Encouraging sustainable and
responsive communities.
▶ To provide sensitive management of the interface with
rural land holdings, particularly to the north and east of
the Wallan East (Part 1) precinct.
▶ To provide opportunities for innovative
and sustainable design responses within the precinct,
particularly along Merri Creek and the gas pipeline.
▶ To establish clear provision for community facilities
that meets the need of the Wallan community.
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INTRODUCTION
PSP 2.o PROCESS
In particular, the PSP 2.o process aims to:

The Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) is
taking an innovative approach to shaping
the future of Melbourne’s communities,
through collaborative strategic planning.

` Facilitate co-design of a PlaceBased Structure Plan (PSP);
` Achieve up-front, early resolution of issues;

The Precinct Structure Plan (PSP) process was reviewed
by the VPA in 2019 as part of a program of continuous
improvement. As part of this reform agenda, the next
generation of strategic planning – ‘PSP 2.o’ – has been
created to deliver outcomes focused on vision, purpose
and place in partnership with local communities.

` Gain better and earlier information
on infrastructure demands to inform
agency planning and budget bids;
` Update guidance on PSP content reflecting new
government policy and promoting innovation; and

PSP 2.o sets aspirational targets for PSP

` Provide stronger guidance in PSPs
for staging of development.

development including co-design, streamlining
preparation, optimising the PSP product to embrace
innovation and delivering government policy.

The VPA is rolling out the new PSP 2.o process
as part of our Greenfields work program, which
includes the Wallan East (Part 1) PSP.

The co-design approach is key to achieving integrated
planning outcomes through the streamlined PSP
preparation process. This collaborative and iterative
approach provides opportunities for a range of
diverse stakeholders to participate in workshops that
generate and refine new ideas, and craft, test and
deliver meaningful and distinct visions for our new
greenfield neighbourhoods and communities.

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o

Figure 1 on the following page illustrates
where we are now in the PSP 2.o process.
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WALLAN EAST (PART 1) PSP
The Wallan East (Part 1) PSP covers a total of 140 hectares and is bounded by Epping-Kilmore Road to the east,
Wallan-Whittlesea Road to the south, the Melbourne to Sydney rail line to the west and Kelby lane to the north.
The Wallan East (Part 1) PSP is in Mitchell Shire and is the northern-most growth area within the Metropolitan
Melbourne Urban Growth Boundary. An additional area immediately adjacent to the south of Wallan
Plan 1 - Local Context - Other Growth Areas
1:60,000 @A4
East Part 1 has
been identified as a potential future PSP, currently named “Wallan East Part 2”.
Wallan East Part 1 Precinct Structure Plan
Wallan East (Part 1) PSP is near several other ongoing and future PSPs in the Shire of Mitchell (Plan 1). Most
precinct boundaries
notably
is the Wallan South PSP which is located approximately 2 kilometres away, adjacent to the existing
urban growth boundary
Wallan township and is being progressed concurrently. It is envisaged that the Wallan East (Part 1) PSP will
Plan 1 - Local Context - Other Growth Areas
1:60,000 @A4
capitalise on opportunities
arising
from the Wallan Train station and other existing natural and physical assets.
Wallan East Part 1 Precinct
Structure Plan

precinct boundaries
urban growth boundary

WALLAN EAST
(PART 1)

Copyright, Victorian Planning Authority, 2020. The state of Victoria does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of information in this publication and any person using or relying upon such information does so on the basis that the state of Victoria
shall bear no responsibility or liability whatsoever for any errors, faults, defects or omission in the information.

Figure 2. Local Context (Source: VPA)

PURPOSE OF THE CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY DOCUMENT
This report captures the key outcomes from the vision and purpose co-design workshop, held online
across three days (29 July 2020, 30 July 2020 and 5 August 2020) via Zoom and MURAL.
Copyright, Victorian Planning Authority, 2020. The state of Victoria does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of information in this publication and any person using or relying upon such information does so on the basis that the state of Victoria
shall bear no responsibility or liability whatsoever for any errors, faults, defects or omission in the information.

The report includes a range of vision and purpose statements provided by stakeholders across the three
days, which will be used as the basis for the VPA to develop (in association with other stakeholders)
a single, consolidated vision and purpose statement for the precinct moving forward.
This report captures some of the emerging issues, opportunities, as identified both through initial
stakeholder pitching sessions, and was tested and refined throughout the co-design workshop.
Finally, the report defines the agreed resolution pathways for a range of key issues and opportunities identified
through the stakeholder pitching sessions. These resolution pathways are being used to guide engagement with
critical stakeholders, and to inform the scope of a suite of technical reports being prepared as an input to the PSP.
WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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VISION AND PURPOSE
CO-DESIGN WORKSHOPS
INTRODUCTION

WHO WAS INVOLVED?

The vision and purpose co-design workshop was
held as a key part of the Wallan East (Part 1) PSP 2.o
process and built upon the outcomes of the pitching
sessions which were held in April/May 2020.

A diverse range of stakeholders attended the vision
and purpose co-design workshop sessions.

The purpose of the vision and purpose
co-design workshop was:

→ Victorian Planning Authority;

Across the three days, approximately 40 participants
attended from the following organisations:

→ Mitchell Shire Council;

` To develop a vision for the Wallan East (Part 1) PSP
and how it relates with the broader catchment area.

→ Landowners (majority represented by
Whiteman Property and Associates);

` To validate the issues and opportunities raised in
previous pitching sessions with the participants,
through various workshop activities. This was to
ensure that the VPA was accurately capturing
and reflecting the participants ideas.

→ Victorian School Building Authority/Department
of Education and Training Victoria;
→ DELWP – Land (Regional Parks);
→ Department of Transport & Regional Roads Victoria;

` To better define the issues for the Wallan East
(Part 1) PSP and identify a way forward, leveraging
the skills of the participants within the room.

→ DELWP – Planning Services;
→ Department of Jobs, Precincts and
Regions – Extractive Resources;

` To encourage innovative ideas
and alternative processes.

→ Department of Jobs, Precincts and
Regions – Invest Assist;

` To provide a clear, transparent and
inclusive consultation program.

→ Department of Health and Human Services;

` To outline next steps for the
co-design of the place-based plan.

→ Environmental Protection Authority;
→ DELWP – Integrated Water Management;
→ Melbourne Water;
→ APA Group; and
→ Yarra Valley Water.

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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VISION AND PURPOSE CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP STRUCTURE
The vision and purpose co-design workshop
was run online across three days via Zoom.

Workshop activities were undertaken via a
digital workspace tool called ‘MURAL’ which
is an online platform similar to a format that
would be used for face-to-face workshops.

While different online techniques were used at the
workshops, the format was essentially the same
as a face-to-face workshop, commencing with a
presentation from the VPA to provide a summary of
the pitching sessions, followed by online interactive
activities in small break out groups (the breakdown
and structure of each day are illustrated in Figure
2 and further details are included in Appendix 1).

The workshops were facilitated by the VPA and
Mesh. The raw data recorded on MURAL during
all workshop sessions are in Appendix 2.

WORKSHOP
1

WORKSHOP
2-3

CO-DESIGN
VISION AND PURPOSE

KEY ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES
RESOLUTION PATHWAYS

WORKSHOP 1

WORKSHOP 2

WORKSHOP 3

Webinar Presentation by VPA to validate
and confirm pitching sessions.

Themes 1 - 3

Themes 4 - 6

29 July 2020

30 July 2020

5 August 2020

ACTIVITY 1.

ACTIVITY 2.

ACTIVITY 3.

ACTIVITY 1.

ACTIVITY 2.

VISION
MIND MAP

PURPOSE
MIND MAP

CONCEPTUAL
PLACE BASED
PLAN

KEY ISSUE VALIDATION,
PRIORITISATION,
ACTIONS AND
RESPONSIBILITY

KEY OPPORTUNITY
VALIDATION,
PRIORITISATION,
ACTIONS AND
RESPONSIBILITY

Figure 2 Workshop Schedule

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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EMERGING THEMES
CO-DESIGN PLACE & VISION
Following feedback received at the workshop these
themes evolved into purpose statements, reflecting the
aspirations for the precinct. These purposed statements
have been further expanded in Figure 1 page 2.

In preparation for the vision and place workshop, the
VPA collated and reviewed the information gathered
from the pitching sessions. Six emerging themes
were identified and formed the basis of discussion
at the vision and purpose co-design workshop.

Wallan East (Part 1) is the northern-most PSP in
the Northern Growth Corridor. Stakeholders
have expressed a common desire for Wallan East
(Part 1) to integrate well into the existing and
future Wallan township, as well as the broader
growth corridor. A strong consensus was
reached during the workshops to create a theme
based on connection, accessibility and transport.
REVISED

Connecting to
the existing and
emerging precincts.

Completing
the future
‘City’ of Wallan

Responding to
the natural and
physical context.

Flooding and drainage
were important points
of consideration, particularly
regarding the role of Merri
Creek from both an amenity
and drainage perspective.

Natural attributes of the
site such as the Merri Creek
were acknowledged as
opportunities for
place-making. Notably, the APA gas
pipeline and flat topography are constraints
within the site that require a clear response.

Leveraging
Wallan Station
for progressive
urban form.

The Wallan train station was
consistently raised as a key
defining feature of the precinct. It
presents a unique opportunity for
Wallan East (Part 1) to be a hub for
transport, and a gateway between
metropolitan Melbourne and the north.

REVISED

Sustainable
transit-oriented
development around
future Wallan Station

REVISED

Managing
water in an
integrated and
sustainable way.

Contributing
to the local
economy.

Acknowledging
that Wallan East
(Part 1) will be a
mostly residential precinct, the role of
employment uses in the precinct will
be of a complementary nature to the
rest of Wallan and Mitchell Shire. The
future BIFT and Wallan Town Centre
will remain the focus of employment
in the immediate vicinity.

Encouraging
sustainable
and responsive
communities.

Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development outcomes

There is a need to provide
sensitive management of
the interface with the rural
land holdings, particularly
to the north and east of the
Wallan East (Part 1) precinct.
The creek and gas pipelines also provide
opportunities for innovative design responses.
This theme was modified to not only focus on
sustainable design and development
outcomes but also address the social and
community aspects of the PSP.

Figure 3. Themes

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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CO-DESIGN VISION
AND PURPOSE
INTRODUCTION
During workshop session #1, key stakeholders and landowners mind mapped a vision statement and
a purpose statement for the Wallan East (Part 1) PSP based on the opportunities, constraints and
aspirations for the precinct. These were captured via the online digital workspace tool, MURAL.
The co-design vision and purpose statements will act as a roadmap throughout the PSP preparation
process, providing the basis for any place-specific to the agreed outcomes sought for the precinct.
The mind maps below represent the collection of vision and purpose statements received on the day. Some
statements were considered most important, either being repeated across the groups or receiving the greatest
number of ‘ticks’. These statements have been graphically emphasised relative to other statements.
The outcomes of these mind maps will be used by the VPA to help inform the preparation of a
draft vision for the PSP, which will be continually refined throughout the PSP process.

CO-DESIGN VISION

CO-DESIGN PURPOSE

For each theme, participants were asked to think
about the role that the site will have in the future
and what the focus of this PSP might be. These ideas
were workshopped in small Zoom breakout rooms (of
approximately 5-6 participants) and vision statements
were noted down on a MURAL sticky note and reported
back to the whole group at the end of the session.

Participants were then asked to push further to think
about the purpose of the PSP and what it needs to do
to ensure a successful future development. Again, these
ideas were workshopped in small Zoom breakout rooms
(of approximately 5-6 participants) which were then fed
back to the whole group and summarised.

KEY QUESTIONS
that participants considered when
populating the purpose mind map included:

KEY QUESTIONS
that participants considered when
populating the vision mind map included:

` What is the purpose of the
Wallan East (Part 1) PSP?

` What does the future look like
for Wallan East (Part 1)?

` How do we ensure a successful
future development?

` What is the role of the Wallan
East (Part 1) site?

` What does the PSP document need to
do to achieve the vision? (i.e. do we
need a specific section on a key theme?)

` What is the key focus of this
Wallan East (Part 1) PSP?

The output of this process was a collection of different
vision statements, some of which were supportive
and others exclusionary of one another. In addition,
participants were asked to add a ‘tick’ to vision
statements/comments that they believed were
most important for the Wallan East (Part 1) PSP.

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o

The output of this was a collection of different purpose
statements, some of which were supportive and others
contradictory. Participants were asked to add a ‘tick’
to purpose statements/ comments that they believed
were most important for the Wallan East (Part 1) PSP.
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Wallan
East to have
its own
identity

Integrate with
surrounding
neighbourhoods
in Wallan
(and beyond)

Attractive
living
Connecting to the
unique features
surrounding
the precinct

A place with two
distinct characters
- Existing Township
+ New Precincts

A place
with decent
parks and trails

Accessible
suburb
Transform Wallan
into a high
performing city

Accessible
north of
Melbourne

Sufficient
school
provision

Best practice
in sustainable
design

Complement
and preserve the
uniqueness of
Wallan East

Balance
recreation
and
biodiversity

Provide
connection
to BIFT

Wallan as
a destination

Merri Creek
as a destination

TOD
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TI A TS
EC ING INC
NN IST EC
CO EX PR
E G
TH GIN
ER

Livable

R
TH ESP
PH E N ON
YS AT DIN
IC U G
AL RA T
CO L A O
NT ND
EX
T

EM

Diverse
housing
typologies

VISION
Mind Map for the VPA

“WE WANT THE
WALLAN EAST PSP TO...”

Zero carbon
suburb

Mixed use and
multifunctional
development
models

Leverage off
employment
uses such as
circular economy

Self-sufficient
suburb

Connect Wallan
to the Wallan
Station Precinct
and surrounds

Improve public
transport accessibility
and connectivity

Sustainable
mobility hub
Economic
opportunities
associated
with BIFT

Leverage off
the Wallan Station
Precinct

Incorporate
green spaces
and passive
recreation

Work in
partnerships

Improve the
function of
Merri Creek

Water
sensitive
city

A place
of water

Utilise water
to guide
development

Provide more
car parking

Increase
amenity

A community with
SOHO/Emerging
commercial
opportunities

Cherish the
value of
Merri Creek

MANAGING WATER IN
AN INTEGRATED AND
SUSTAINABLE WAY

ON E
NG TI IV
GI TA SS
RA N S RE
VE A G RM
LE ALL PRO FO
W R N
FO RBA
U

TH CO
E N
LO TR
CA IB
L E UTI
CO NG
NO TO
M
Y

ENCOURAGING
SUSTAINABLE AND
RESPONSIVE
COMMUNITIES

A place to
live and work

Healthy
waterways

Connect to
open space

Designed with
ESD principles

Provide active
transport
options

A place with
sustainable
transport
options

Celebrate the
Wurundjeri
identity

Strengthen
connectivity
to the Wallan
Station Precinct

Safe and convenient
cycling and pedestrian
pathways

Figure 4 Co-Design Vision – Mind Map
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Improve pedestrian
connectivity within the
PSP and extend
walkability benefits to
the broader Wallan
township

Provide linkages to
regional park in
Beverage North
East PSP

Be clear about
Wallan Whittlesea Road

Incorporate
sustainable
development and
carbon neutral
precinct

TOD
NG N
TI A TS
EC ING INC
NN IST EC
CO EX PR
E G
TH GIN
ER

ENCOURAGING
SUSTAINABLE AND
RESPONSIVE
COMMUNITIES

Create local
destination
networks

Focus medium and higher
density development in
strategic locations that
create hubs of activity
Be a self
sufficient
suburb

Consider
existing regional
motorsports
facility

Enable people
to live and work
around Wallan

Connect to Wallan
Regional Park and
Growing Grass
Frog corridor

Manage
flood

Be clear on
biodiversity
values

Provide
recycled water
opportunities

Recognise areas
of cultural
heritage and
sensitivity
MANAGING WATER IN
AN INTEGRATED AND
SUSTAINABLE WAY

“THE PURPOSE OF THE
WALLAN EAST PSP IS TO...”

TH CO
E N
LO TR
CA IB
L E UT
CO ING
NO TO
M
Y

y
Ensure high density
developments are
balanced with rural
areas

Encourage uses
that will allow
direct investmentt

PURPOSE

Add value
to Herne
Swamp

Incorporate stormwater
harvesting as part of
Healthy Waterways
strategy

ON E
NG TI IV
GI TA SS
RA N S RE
VE A G RM
LE ALL PRO FO
W R AN
FO RB
U

Be an
exemplary
model for
growth
areas

y
Work in harmony
with flooding and
natural creek
features

Improve public
transport access
y
and connectivity

EM

Include social
spaces for
s
communities

Develop larger
lot sizes and mix
of low
density/medium

Improve linkages and
integration with the
existing Wallan
Community and
Wallara Waters

Improve commuter
(functional) walking
and cycling in the
precinct

Ensure
sufficient
community
infrastructure
e

Integrate Flora
and Fauna values
within the PSP

R
TH ESP
PH E N ON
YS A DI
IC TU NG
AL RA T
CO L A O
NT ND
EX
T

Expanding pedestrian
and cycle areas to
promote active
travel and reduce
vehicle use

Create greater
opportunities for
open active and
passive space

Manage
Sodosols soils
and erosion

Prioritise walking
and cycling
networks

Consider both
local and regional
access

Provide new
cultural
opportunities
such as
(traditional
plantings)

Capitalise on
regional areas
employment

Enhance
life and
liveability

Reduce car
usage

Create a hub
adjacent to the
station to encourage
retail and
commercial
opportunities

Incorporate
higher density
opportunities
adjacent to the
station

Improve
overall
waterway
condition

Provide specific
information about
IWM and
management of
stormwater
Locate the
local town
centre near
the Wallan
Station

Integrate
performance
objectives from
the Healthy
Waterways
Strategy.

Acknowledge/
consider freight
terminal on the
western side

Ensure
permeability of
rail station

Integrate water
with road ways
and open
spaces via
tailored cross
sections

Figure 5. Co-Design Purpose – Mind Map
WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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KEY ISSUES +
OPPORTUNITIES
RESOLUTION PATHWAYS
INTRODUCTION
For workshop sessions 2 and 3, specific times
were set aside for participants to explore key
issues and opportunities for each theme
identified from the pitching sessions.
In small Zoom breakout groups (of approximately
4-5 people), participants undertook a series of
interactive activities via MURAL aimed:
` To validate and prioritise key issues
and opportunities;
` To discuss a possible resolution
pathways and actions; and
` To identify the critical stakeholders
needed to achieve this.

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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METHODOLOGY
This has enabled space for interconnected issues
to overlap across various topics (i.e. drainage and
transport) and as such key issues and/or opportunities
raised below can relate to multiple themes.

For each key issue and opportunity within each
theme, participants validated, prioritised and
identified key actions and responsible parties.
It is important to note that the Wallan East
(Part 1) PSP is adopting a new approach in relation
to how we understand and think about this PSP.

These have been analysed and structured
into the following elements:

THEME
An initial preliminary idea that recurred in presentations, workshops and discussions. Upon
refinement and validation these themes have evolved into purpose statements.

KEY ISSUE

KEY OPPORTUNITY

An important topic or problem
raised in the pitching session
for debate or discussion
at the workshop.

A set of understood circumstances
that make it possible to achieve
a positive outcome for the PSP.

KEY ISSUE
1.

Connection to north via Kelby Lane.

✱

KEY OPPORTUNITY
✓
10

1.

2

✐

Hume Freeway is an
interstate connection.

✓
8

3

1
5

6

							
NEW IDEA

REVISED

NUMBER OF TICKS

An additional
or new issue
or opportunity
relevant to
the topic.

Revision of key issue of
opportunity to reflect
participants comments

The total number of ticks
received (i.e. the number of
participants validating the
issue or opportunity).

PRIORITY TABLE
Represents the high-level
discussion held on the
feasibility and importance
for each key opportunity

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS + RESPONSIBILITIES
Identifies the output of deciding actions and responsible parties from the VPA. It is important to note that the VPA
has considered all actions noted on the MURAL and this summary is a list of the most important actions.

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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Connecting to the existing and emerging precincts
KEY ISSUES
1.

Connection to north via Kelby Lane.

KEY OPPORTUNITIES
✓
10

1.

2

✓
8

Hume Freeway is an
interstate connection.

3

1
5

6

2.

Connection to surrounding
neighbourhoods (e.g. Wallara
Waters, Newbridge).

✓
9

2

1

2.

Potential to strengthen
passenger rail connection
to Melbourne and
regional Victoria.

✓
9

2

1

3.

Treatment of Wallan-Whittlesea
Road (including widening and
upgrade, and intersections). Any
land requirements will need to
be incorporated into the PSP.

✓
6

2

1

✐

3.

Active transport linkages into the
existing Wallan township. A key
element is this is strengthening
the active transport connection
between Wallan Station and
Wallan town centre.

✓
9

2

1

No decision has been made on the
form of the grade separation of the
arterial road (Wallan-Whittlesea
Road). Any land requirements for
the grade separation will need to
be incorporated into the PSP.

✓
9

4.

Facilitating access to local
amenity provision in surrounding
areas, including Wallara Waters,
Newbridge, 21 Station Street
and Wallan township.

✓
7

2

1

Access onto Hume Freeway

✓
5

Wallan East to provide
a sense of arrival into
Melbourne from the north.

✓
7

✐

4.

✐

5.

4

3

1

✐

4

2

5.

1
6

6.

7.
✱

Points of connection to
Wallan township.

The provision of a crossing over
the rail corridor and Hume Freeway
(as shown in the regional context
plan) to the north of the PSP
site needs to be investigated.

9.

Wallan-Whittlesea Road forms
part of the future Principal Freight
Network (PFN). Consideration
of the impacts on general traffic
accessing the PSP area from the
Hume Freeway will need to be
investigated, including network
resilience. The amenity impact
of potential 24 hour operation of
freight to the BIFP site along the
PFN needs to be considered.

✱

6.

2

✱

Active transport as an asset
within Wallan East, particularly
along green corridors.

1
6

1

Provision of active open space
to facilitate social connections.

8

✱.

✓
11

6
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Connecting to the existing and emerging precincts
SUMMARY OF KEY ACTIONS FROM CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP
NO.

KEY ACTIONS

1.1

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES
LEAD AGENCY

SECONDARY AGENCY

Determine whether there is a need to extend Kelby Lane:

(a)

DoT, Council, ARTC

a)

(b) VPA via Wallan
East (Part 1)
Transport
Study

Identify the role of Kelby Lane in the local transport network and examine
if there is nexus between an extension to Kelby Lane and the precinct.
(Related to action 2)

b) Examine the need of Kelby lane extension based on Council’s led Wallan
Station Upgrade Master Plan and Wallan Whittlesea grade separation
treatment currently under investigation by DoT.
c)

Investigate the viability of an extension to Kelby Lane, including Design,
Costing and Funding options through technical work and consultation with
relevant agencies.

(c) VPA

1.2

Investigate the designation of Wallan-Whittlesea Road along the Principal
Freight Network and associated amenity impact. Consider commissioning
expert acoustic reports to establish potential buffers and mitigation measures.

DoT

VPA, Council, EPA

1.3

Consult with key stakeholders to determine an interim and ultimate form of rail
crossing and design of Wallan-Whittlesea Road upgrade.

DoT

VPA and COUNCIL

1.4

Engage with DoT for:

VPA

Council

a)

Further guidance on ultimate demand for public transport services; and

b) Further clarity on status of BIFT including specific location, footprint, access
and timing.

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Responding to the natural and physical context
KEY ISSUES
1.

APA gas pipelines might pose
restrictions to types and form
of uses within the buffer area.

KEY OPPORTUNITIES
✓
14

1.

1

✐

Utilising heritage
(Aboriginal and/or Historical)
as a precinct feature.

✓
6

Retention of existing/native trees
and significant vegetation where
possible, as biodiversity values
are a key feature of the precinct.

✓
13

1
5

9
2.

✐

Heritage issues and uncertainty
around fast rail buffer.

✓
11

3

2.

2

✐

5

3.

Biodiversity values within the
precinct still under investigation.

✓
13

4.

Determination of soil type and
management actions unresolved.

✓
13

2

1

Flat topography presents
a drainage challenge.

✓
13

2

1

5.

6.
✱

1

✱

8.
✱

4.

Consider integrating environmental
and aesthetic qualities of Merri
Creek into the precinct.

5.
✱

Retention or reconstruction
of Merri Creek.

Development interface between
Merri Creek and potential
areas of development to be
determined, noting the desire for
higher density development.

Opportunity to create
significant biolinks in the
headwaters of Merri Creek.

✱

6.
✱

4

7.

3.
✱

7.

1

✱

1
5

2

2

Drainage design as an opportunity:
basins / waterways / urban ecology
can be incorporated into a more
“natural” design of the area.

1

Utilise pipeline easement as
a key north south open space
linear link for pedestrian/bike
path through the precinct.

Consolidating buffers where
possible (e.g. Merri Creek,
HSR, biodiversity).

6

2

Community infrastructure
provision to be determined based
on growth projections in context
of the broader catchment.
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Responding to the natural and physical context
SUMMARY OF KEY ACTIONS FROM CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP
NO.

KEY ACTIONS

2.1

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES
LEAD AGENCY

SECONDARY AGENCY

Undertake a Safety Management Study in consultation with APA to provide greater
clarity around buffer requirements and potential restrictions within the buffer area.

VPA

APA, MW, Council

2.2

Determine if the gas pipeline will impact on drainage assets (for example, whether drainage
assets will have to level off with depth/height of gas pipeline, cost impact).

VPA

APA, MW, Council,
landowners

2.3

Consider treatment of the pipeline easement in precinct design. Investigate the potential
to create a key north south open space linear link for active transport along the easement.

VPA

APA and Council

2.4

Investigate buffer requirements of very fast rail through:

VPA

DoT, VicTrack,
Council and Federal
DoITRD

a)

Consultation with State and Federal transport agencies. This includes
investigating potential alignment and land take.

b) Formulating reasonable assumptions if there is no information on a proposed alignment.
c)

Developing a better understanding of allowable and non-permitted uses in a buffer to
very fast rail.

2.5

Investigate the potential to show multiple options in the PSP, if there is
not enough clarity on fast rail buffer and stabling requirements.

VPA

Council, DoT,
VicTrack

2.6

Consult with Yarra Valley Water and landowners to determine
provision, land take and staging of sewer infrastructure.

VPA

YVW, MW, Council,
landowners

2.7

Progress Biodiversity Assessment including targeted surveys for
EPBC and FFG Act listed species if necessary.

VPA via
Biodiversity
Assessment

MW, Council,
DELWP Biodiversity

2.8

Undertake consultation with community and advocacy groups as part of the
IWM investigations (e.g. friends of Merri Creek, Glenelg Trust).

VPA

MW, YVW, Council

2.9

Progress the investigation of soil type and management, in consultation with
relevant agencies, including consideration of:

VPA

MW, YVW, Council,
WPG

a)

Staging of development to respond to sodic soil issues if necessary.

b) Water management regime and urban design.
c)

Developing strategies to assess works at the subdivision/permit and
construction stage to protect creek environs.

2.10

Finalise Historic Cultural Heritage study and refer to Heritage Victoria.

VPA

DELWP (Heritage
Victoria)

2.11

Investigate incorporation of heritage values as a place making opportunity
(e.g. Heritage trails).

VPA

DELWP (Heritage
Victoria),
Wurundjeri, Council,
Aboriginal Victoria

2.12

Liaise with agencies currently undertaking Cultural Values assessments to
assist in informing the cultural values in Wallan East (Part 1) (Part 1).

VPA

DoT, YVW, MW

2.13

Investigate opportunities to protect and enhance existing biodiversity values
along the Merri Creek, including:

VPA

MW, DELWP,
Council, YVW

a)

Opportunities to create biolinks in the headwaters of Merri Creek.

b) Facilitating community connections to Merri Creek.
c)

Opportunities to create east-west biodiversity links.

d) Incorporating biodiversity values within the open space and drainage network.

2.14

Investigate opportunities to restore natural wetlands and incorporate into precinct design.

VPA

MW, Council,
landowners, YVW

2.15

Consider competing objectives within the waterway corridor
(e.g. higher density around train station).

VPA

Council,
landowners, MW,
YVW, DoT
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Managing water in an integrated and sustainable way
KEY ISSUES
1.

✐

2.

✐

3.

✐

4.
✱

5.
✱

KEY OPPORTUNITIES

Seek clarity on flooding issues
associated with the Merri Creek
floodplain (including floodplain
storages to be maintained in
each section of floodplain;
potential impacts of BIFT and
associated infrastructure on
the Merri Creek Flood Plain;
retention of existing downstream
flood storage within Wallan East
Part 2 and Northern Freight).

✓
14

Determining a precinct
drainage response
(via Development Services Scheme
and associated drainage charges).

✓
10

Allocating space within the PSP
for sewer services, and determining
staging of sewer infrastructure.

✓
4

Consideration of the
impacts of Herne Swamp.

Resolve competing
interests in water management.

2

1

1.

Integrating aesthetic and
environmental qualities of
Merri Creek into residential areas.

✓
8

2

1

2.

Considering Merri Creek
flood plain holistically and
utilising Merri creek as an asset.

✓
8

2

1

Identifying Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage values
along the creek line.

✓
8

Able to get meaningful
Integrated Water
Management outcomes.

✓
9

Stormwater and recycled
water reuse opportunities
being developed in Upper
Merri Creek IWM.

✓
4

✐

✐

2

3.

✐

2

4.
6

2

5.

6

✐

1

6.
✱

6.
✱

Cost and difficulty of
drainage infrastructure
crossing the gas main.

7.

6

✱

Part of Healthy Waterways
Strategy and Upper Merri
Creek Priority Stormwater Area.

5

3

1
6

3

2
6

1
5

2

Wallan East considering CRC
Water Sensitive City design
principles – DELWP is
undertaking this work.

							
8.
✱

9.
✱
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Encourage high densities
to justify best practice IWM.

Opportunity to apply better
management of sodic soils.

CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Managing water in an integrated and sustainable way
SUMMARY OF KEY ACTIONS FROM CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP
NO.

KEY ACTIONS

3.1

3.2

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES
LEAD AGENCY

SECONDARY AGENCY

Progress discussions to better understand drainage requirements and response.

VPA

MW, landowners,
Council, YVW

Build on and incorporate the technical work undertaken by agencies and
stakeholders to inform the Wallan East (Part 1) PSP preparation and align
infrastructure servicing this precinct including:

VPA

MSC, MW, YVW,
DELWP Water, DoT,
WPG

a)

Flood mapping of Merri Creek Floodplain to inform determining
Merri Creek buffer requirement (Melbourne Water)

b) Woodlands Place DSS and associated technical inputs
(Melbourne Water)
c)

Healthy Waterways Strategy
(Melbourne Water – target September 2020)

d) Upper Merri Catchment IWM Forum
e) Investigation green-blue spaces as part of the Upper Merri Creek
sub-catchment plan pilot (Yarra Valley Water)
f)

Impacts of Herne Swamp (Wallan East (Part 2) PSP).

3.3

Undertake consultation with government agencies and downstream
landowners to ensure that adequate outfall is allowed into downstream
properties and in the development of BIFT.

VPA

MW, YVW, MSC, DoT,
landowners

3.4

Undertake Integrated Water Management study building
on the various technical studies undertaken by agencies.

VPA via IWM study

Council, MW, YVW,
DELWP, landowners

The study should consider:
a)

A clear strategy and funding mechanism.

b) Stormwater and recycled water reuse opportunities
being developed through Upper Merri Creek IWM Forum.
c)

CRC Water Sensitive City design principles
(work undertaken by DELWP)

d) Stormwater harvesting projects that have commenced
for greater Wallan area and the north.
e) Opportunities for non-drinking water in the area
(Yarra Valley Water currently investigating).
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Leveraging Wallan Station for progressive urban form
KEY ISSUES

KEY OPPORTUNITIES

1.

Configuration of the train
station is unresolved, including
grade separation of
Wallan-Whittlesea Road.

✓
11

2.

Potential stabling of Wallan
train line and implications
on PSP is unresolved.

✓
10

✐

2

3

1

✓
9

1

4.

Yet to resolve pedestrian
connections across
the train line.

✓
9

1

6.

✐

7.
✱

8.
✱

Total land required to
meet the State’s future car
parking requirements around
the train station requires
further consideration.

This is the only existing railway
station in Mitchell currently serving
Wallan and Beveridge, therefore
the Wallan station is likely to draw
people in from its immediate
surrounds. It is anticipated that
both V/Line and metro services
will operate from the train station
in the future.

✓
10

Funding already provided
for train station master plan.
Future delivery of the train
station is an opportunity.

✓
6

Generating activity around the
station, particularly higher densities
and mixed use developments.

✓
8

✐

4.

4

✓
7

2.

3.

5

Station street precinct
(approx. 1000 residents)
may need access into the
Wallan East precinct.

✓
12

✐

Location and configuration
of car parking around the
train station is unresolved.

5.

Future residents to access
Wallan Station at their doorstep,
particularly in the 400m walkable
catchment. Wallan Station is
identified as a destination for the
future Principal Public Transport
Network (PPTN) and High
Capacity Public Transport (HCPT)
routes. connecting future users
to both rail and bus networks.

✐

1

3.

✱

1.

3

5.

5

✱

Potential amenity impacts arising
from the adjoining rail corridor (passenger and
freight) need to be investigated further.

6.
✱

1

3

2

1
5

1
6

Incorporating noise
attenuation into the
built form.

1

Wallan Station in close
proximity to the PSP site.

Options to access Wallan Station
across the rail corridor require
further investigation.

							

SUMMARY OF KEY ACTIONS FROM CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP
RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

NO.

KEY ACTIONS

4.1

Engage with DoT for further clarity on timing of proposed station upgrade.

4.2

Investigate requirements for progressive development of the Wallan East Station including: DoT, VicTrack

LEAD AGENCY

SECONDARY AGENCY

Council

DoT, VPA
VPA, Council

(a) Electrification of line
(b) Co-ordination with fast rail and Inland Rail
(c) Potential redevelopment of station and associated land take
(d) Stabling of rail services
(e) Road and Public transit access to station.
(f) Parking capacity to cater for broader catchment accessing high frequency services

4.3

Identify total land required to meet the State’s future car parking requirements around the
train station.

DoT

COUNCIL

4.4

Investigate noise attenuation measures, with consideration of the visual impact from the
train line to PSP.

DoT, VicTrack,
ARTC

VPA, Council

4.5

Investigate 20-minute neighbourhood principles in PSP development.

VPA

DoT, Council

4.6

Undertake strategic transport work to develop a transport network which optimises multimodal connections to Wallan Station and surrounding areas such as Wallan township,
Wallara Waters, Newbridge and Station Street Precinct.

VPA via Wallan
East (Part 1)
Transport Study

ARTC, VicTrack, LXRA,
DoT and Council

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Contributing to the local economy
KEY ISSUES
1.

2.

3.

4.
✱

KEY OPPORTUNITIES

Uncertainty around the ultimate
future land use to the south
of Wallan-Whittlesea Road.

✓
4

Uncertainty around the status of
BIFT, including specific location,
footprint, access and timing.

✓
4

Activity centre west of the train
station (21 Station Street) has
been approved, and another is
planned in Wallara Waters.

✓
3

Investigate viability of activity
centre, commercial and retail uses.

1.

Connecting residents within
the precinct to future activity
centre west of Wallan train
station (21 Station Street).

2.

Opportunity for commercial
uses to establish early with just
the rail commuter catchment.

✐
5

✱

5

3.

1

✱

4.

1

✱

							

5.
✱

✓
4

Capitalising on the accessibility
to create space for employment
uses (e.g. small office, medical
suites) near rail station.

Opportunity for supporting
complementary uses to BIFT.

Investigate opportunities to
adaptive commercial space and
flexible uses on ground level of
higher density development.

SUMMARY OF KEY ACTIONS FROM CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP
RESPONSIBLE PARTIES

NO.

KEY ACTIONS

5.1

Investigate commercial and retail requirement and viability for the precinct, with
consideration for the broader catchment and nearby proposed retail centres.

LEAD AGENCY

SECONDARY AGENCY

VPA

MSC
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Encouraging sustainable and responsive communities
KEY ISSUES
1.

Interface between future residential
and rural land to the north and east.

KEY OPPORTUNITIES
✓
10

2

1.

1

Distinguishing Wallan East from
being a typical residential precinct.

✓
7

1
5

2.

Transition from higher density
development to lower
residential densities.

✓
9

3.

Dwelling yield and densities for
the precinct not yet determined.

✓
8

2

1

1

2.

Higher densities closer
to the train station.

✓
8

1

3.

Explore sustainability initiatives (e.g.
environmentally sensitive design).

✓
7

1
5

4.

Non-residential uses may
have to be located outside
the gas pipeline buffer(s).

✓
8

5.

Community infrastructure
provision to be determined based
on growth projections in context
of the broader catchment.

✓
10

✐

2

1

4.

Partnership among landowners
provides the opportunity to share
assets, benefits and constraints.

✓
8

5.

Co locating a school site
(if identified) with other
community infrastructure.

✓
9

6

							

6.
✱

7.
✱

8.
✱
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1

3

1
6

Connection to natural setting in
the area and waterway (housing,
layout and streetscape).

2

Utilising active transport to
connect the population with
local community infrastructure
and activity centres.

Opportunity for early activation
of community infrastructure in
the precinct, given connection
issues to existing infrastructure.

CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Encouraging sustainable and responsive communities
SUMMARY OF KEY ACTIONS FROM CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP
NO.

KEY ACTIONS

6.1

RESPONSIBLE PARTIES
LEAD AGENCY

SECONDARY AGENCY

Investigate surrounding farming uses and investigate appropriate interface
treatments as part of precinct design.

VPA

EPA, Council

6.2

Undertake high-level reviews of contamination risks from existing land uses.

VPA

EPA, Council

6.3

Investigate density targets and affordable housing provision around the
Wallan Station including activity-generating uses and mixed-use development
opportunities.

VPA

DHHS, Council, WPG

6.4

Investigate location and configuration of higher density development, with
consideration for:

VPA

Council, MW, YVW,
WPG, DoT

a)

Interface with Merri Creek and conservation areas.

b) Interface with rail line and potential amenity impacts (related to action 4.4).
c)

Appropriate transition to lower density towards the north and east.

d) Contribution of higher densities to IWM outcomes.

6.5

Investigate how environmental and aesthetic qualities of the precinct can inform
housing outcomes, precinct layout and streetscape.

VPA

Council, MW, YVW,
WPG

6.6

Investigate opportunities for sustainability initiatives in the precinct, including:

VPA

MW, YWV, WPG,
DELWP, Council

a)

Water sensitive urban design initiatives and best practice water management.

b) Alternative models for energy generation.
c)

Reduction of urban heat island through provision of green infrastructure.

6.7

Maintain dialogue and partnership among landowners provides the opportunity to
share assets, benefits and constraints.

VPA

Landowners, WPG,
Council

6.8

Undertake a gap analysis of community facilities to ensure adequate provision, with
consideration for the broader Wallan township.

VPA via
Community
Infrastructure
Assessment

DET, Council and
service providers

6.9

Consult with school providers to discuss requirements for primary schools.

VPA

School providers

6.10

Consider location and placement of community facilities in precinct design
with consideration for:

VPA

DET, Council and
service providers

VPA

Council

a)

Maximising accessibility to existing local infrastructure facilities.

Co-location of multiple community uses.

6.11

Ensure precinct design provides adequate active open space to
facilitate social connections.
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

NEXT
STEPS
The VPA is currently responding to key issues and
opportunities identified through the Vision and
Purpose Co-design workshop, with direct engagement
with relevant stakeholders and undertaking a
raft of technical work to help answer some of the
key questions raised through the workshop.
In the coming months, VPA will schedule a second
co-design workshop the Place-based Plan Co-design
Workshop, which will focus on developing and testing
options for a draft Place-based Plan, and confirming
outstanding issues that require resolution and/or
escalation prior to the finalisation of the draft plan.
The Place-based plan will then be subject to a
period of agency consultation and endorsement,
before proceeding to a public exhibition process,
where stakeholders will be given a further
opportunity to respond in detail to the plan.

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Exhibition & Planning Panel

Vision, Purpose & Place

Finalisation

Co-design
Place‐based Plan

Pitching Sessions

Vision & Purpose

Council Strategic
Statement PSP
Purpose and Vision

Site Tour

Issue elimination
and resolution

Targeted community
engagement

Issue Identification

Co-design options for the
Place-based Plan

Landowners and
community validation
of draft Plan

Set Purpose of PSP

Council & Agencies
Facilitate Resolution of
Issues

PRE COMMENCEMENT

Third Party Funding
Early Opportunities and
Constraints Mapping

Finalise the Place-based Plan
and PSP

Site Tour with Council

Front load Assessment of PSP

Agencies work program
budget commitments,
policy and provision ratios

VPA

Targeted issue escalation
and resolution

COUNCIL

AGENCY

Landowners /developers
pitch Plans to VPA and
Council

Set Vision of PSP

Landowners /developers
Co-design balanced PSP
outcomes

Early Issues Validation

DELWP

informs early issues validation

Phase 1 land capability
studies (e.g heritage,
contamination, topography)

PLACE-BASED
PLAN PROPOSALS

PLACE-BASED
PLAN CONCEPTUAL
OPPORTUNITIES

DRAFT
PLACE-BASED
PLAN OPTION

Minister’s Approval

Consider submissions

DELWP

Coordinate Ministerial
approval of PSP and ICP

Informal expert conclaves on
unresolved matters

Panel Hearing

PANEL REPORT

Minister’s Approval

GAZETTAL

PLACE-BASED STRUCTURE PLAN (PSP PREPARATION)
Targeted community
engagement on the Vision and
Purpose of the PSP

AGENCY

Endorsement of PSP options
and approach for
unresolved matters

EARLY ISSUES
VALIDATION

Phase 2 studies to
test key issues

Design review

Figure 6. PSP 2.o Next Steps
Board Approval to exhibit
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NEXT
STEPS

CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

APPENDIX 1.
VISION AND PURPOSE CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SCHEDULE
WORKSHOP 1
CO-DESIGN VISION AND PURPOSE
29 JULY 2020, 11AM – 2:30PM
WORKSHOP PURPOSE
To present findings of the Pitching Sessions. To develop vision and purpose mind
maps and conceptual place-based plans for the Walllan East PSP via MURAL.

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE
Webinar Presentation by VPA to validate and confirm pitching sessions.

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY

1

2

3

VISION MIND MAP

PURPOSE MIND MAP

CONCEPTUAL PLACE
BASED PLAN

WORKSHOP 2-3
KEY ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES RESOLUTION PATHWAYS
WORKSHOP PURPOSE
To validate the outcomes of the previous Pitching Sessions with participants
through various workshop activities. The workshops were divided into two
days based on each theme. Participants could attend to one or more sessions
and attendance was optional based on relevance and/or interest.
WORKSHOP STRUCTURE
For each theme’s key issue and opportunity, three activities were
undertaken to determine a resolution pathway.
Each issue was validated by providing a ‘tick’ or a comment if it was contradictory.
Secondly, each issue was then prioritised in terms of importance and feasibility
to identify which issues are required to be to solved as a priority.
For the third activity, these priorities were then used to determine a
list of actions and identified who would be responsible.
THIS WAS REPEATED FOR KEY OPPORTUNITIES AS FOLLOWS:

ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY #1A
VALIDATION

ACTIVITY

1

2

KEY ISSUE VALIDATION

KEY OPPORTUNITY VALIDATION

ACTIVITY #1B
PRIORITISATION

ACTIVITY #1C
ACTIONS +
RESPONSIBILITIES

ACTIVITY #1A
VALIDATION

ACTIVITY #1B
PRIORITISATION

ACTIVITY #1C
ACTIONS +
RESPONSIBILITIES

WORKSHOP 2
THEME 1.
COMPLETING THE FUTURE
‘CITY’ OF WALLAN
Key topics: Community
infrastructure and
connection to surrounds

THEME 2.
RESPONDING TO
THE NATURAL AND
PHYSICAL CONTEXT

THEME 3.
MANAGING WATER IN
AN INTEGRATED AND
SUSTAINABLE WAY

Key topics included Buffers,
biodiversity values and
soil management.

Key topics: Drainage, sewerage
and water management.

WORKSHOP 3
THEME 4.
SUPPORTING TRANSITORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
AROUND FUTURE
WALLAN STATION
Key topics: Transport,
connection to Wallan
Station and active travel.
WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o

THEME 5.
CONTRIBUTING TO THE
LOCAL ECONOMY
Key topics: Retail, commercial
activities and future land
uses south of the precinct.

24

THEME 6.
ENCOURAGING
SUSTAINABLE
AND RESPONSIVE
DEVELOPMENT OUTCOMES
Key topics: Housing density,
housing diversity and
sensitive/rural interfaces.
CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

APPENDIX 2
MURAL PDF EXPORTS
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CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP SUMMARY

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #1

Activity #1
Vision Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

(10mins)

Review the six (6) themes

Outline of today
Webinar Presentation (Completed)
Validation + Confirmation of Pitching Sessions

Precinct won't
be self sufficient
- community
links are
particularly
important

Questions to consider when
populating this VISION mind map:

Step

What does the future look like for
Wallan East?

Activity - Let's give it go! (Completed)
Let's learn some simple Mural skills

Ensure sufficient
school provision
within Wallan
East and
broader Wallan
area

(Example)
Raise a new
standard of
urban
development

Integration with
other
neighbourhoods
in Wallan (and
beyond)

(Example) A
genuine
extension of
Wallan

Theme 2

Theme 1

Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

What is the role of the Wallan East
site?

Gas pipeline,
drainage and HSR
represent some
land use
constraints
(including comm
facilities)

Wurundjeri
identity in the
place
planning
layers

Breakout rooms

What is the key focus of this Wallan
East PSP?

Activity #1 - Vision Mind Map (10mins)
What is the role of the Wallan East site in the future
and what is the key focus of this PSP?

Activity #2 - Purpose Mind Map (10mins)
What is the purpose of the Wallan East PSP and
how do we ensure a successful future
development?

Theme 6

Step

Report Back (10mins)

Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

Mixed use and
multifunctional
development
models

How do we achieve this vision?

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

SOHO/Emerging
commercial
opportunities that
might leverage
off train station
location

Report Back (10mins)

Theme 3
Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN
Theme
5 SOUTH PSP
TO...”
Contributing to

Theme 4
Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station

the local
economy

Economic
opportunities
associated
with BIFT

Activity #3 - Conceptual Place Based Plan (10mins)
Let's determine the emerging visions, strengths and
uncertainties within the site.

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN EAST PSP
TO...”

Limited employment
opportunities within more important than
ever to leverage off
employment uses circular economy

Sustainable
mobility hub
with a 20mn
neighbourhood
layout

Opportunitities
for certain
employment
outcomes to
leverage off the
station?

Finish

Activity #2

Purpose Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

(10mins)

Review the six (6) themes

(Example)
Facilitate the
crossings of
the railway

(Example)
Improve,
enhance and
integrate with the
existing Wallan
township

Questions to consider when
populating this PURPOSE mind map:

Step

What is the purpose of the Wallan East
PSP?

Theme 1

Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

How do we ensure a successful future
development?

Provide Wurund

What does the PSP document need to
do to get us to the vision? i.e. do we
need specific section on a key theme?

Step

Theme 2

Theme 6

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

Theme 3

PURPOSE
mind map for the VPA
“THE PURPOSE OF THE
WALLAN EAST PSP IS
TO...”

Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

Theme 5
Contributing to
the local
economy

Flagship landmark
innovative business
precinct to leverage on
the Transit Oriented
Development layout and
create local destination
networks e.g. education
or medical hub, start ups,
BIFT related R&D,,,

Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

Theme 4
Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station

Intergrated and
interconnedted
high frequency
public transport
services

Start the
transport
planning by
prioritising the
walking and
cycling networks

Report Back to Main Group

Activity #3

Conceptual Place Based Plan
(10mins)

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

Step

Using key words from Activity #1 Vision mindmap and Activity #2 Purpose mindmap, let's spatially
determine the emerging visions,
strengths and uncertainties within
the site.
* How can we translate the vision
and purpose spatially on the plan?

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments
or thoughts on the plan AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

Plan for a
Mobility-as-aService
smart hub

Add procurement
for
flagship/lamdmark
employment
attractor to
promote a mixed
use structure

Prioritise off
road walking
and cylcing
Uncertainty
around
rail/road
connections?

Report Back to Main Group

Station as Bus
rapid transit
network hub,
with dedicated
bus lanes

Potential barrier
- subject to land
uses to south
(plus
connections to
Woolara W

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #1

Activity #1
Vision Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

(10mins)

Review the six (6) themes

(Example)
Raise a new
standard of
urban
development

Outline of today
Webinar Presentation (Completed)
Validation + Confirmation of Pitching Sessions

Questions to consider when
populating this VISION mind map:

Step

Active
transport
links back to
surrounding
areas

What does the future look like for
Wallan East?

Activity - Let's give it go! (Completed)
Let's learn some simple Mural skills

Bring
together both
sides of
railway
station

(Example) A
genuine
extension of
Wallan
Connectivity
back to the
future city of
Wallan.

What is the role of the Wallan East
site?

340m
pipeline
buffer.

considerations

Theme 2

Theme 1

Road
infrastructure in
general - not
clear that this is
included in this
theme.

Decent
Green wedge parks, trails

Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

Try to keep
Hern Swamp
out of the
discussion

Breakout rooms

What is the key focus of this Wallan
East PSP?

Activity #1 - Vision Mind Map (10mins)
What is the role of the Wallan East site in the future
and what is the key focus of this PSP?

Activity #2 - Purpose Mind Map (10mins)
What is the purpose of the Wallan East PSP and
how do we ensure a successful future
development?

Opportunity
to provide
diverse
housing
typologies

How do we achieve this vision?

Step

Report Back (10mins)

Theme 6
Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

Standard
Residential
in the Gas
Buffer

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN EAST PSP
TO...”

Theme 3
Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN
Theme
5 SOUTH PSP
TO...”
Contributing to

Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station

Different to
21 Station
Street

Activity #3 - Conceptual Place Based Plan (10mins)
Let's determine the emerging visions, strengths and
uncertainties within the site.

WPA been engaging
Melbourne Water
independently. Very
willing to work
together to achieve a
good outcome.

Theme 4

the local
economy

Opportunity
to provide
amenity prior
to full
population

Development
is the key.
Design it
properly

The abiliy for a
PSP to be
developed where
the amenity it
provided up front

WPA engaged
Spiire. From
there poitn of
view it is
manageable
Drainage/creek
corridor - how
much green
space to be
provided as a
buffer?

Very big
one for
Council
WallanWhittlesea
road
treatment

Report Back (10mins)

Finish

Activity #2

Purpose Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

(10mins)

Review the six (6) themes

(Example)
Facilitate the
crossings of
the railway

(Example)
Improve,
enhance and
integrate with the
existing Wallan
township

Questions to consider when
populating this PURPOSE mind map:

Step

What is the purpose of the Wallan East
PSP?
How do we ensure a successful future
development?

Theme 1

Step

Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

Go get

What does the PSP document need to
do to get us to the vision? i.e. do we
need specific section on a key theme?

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

Biodiversity
values - be clear
about where/what
and
recommended
response

Be broad
thinking
regardign
car park

Park and
ride

Theme 2
Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Crossing
designs

Identify
areas for
high density

Theme 6

Use the ghost
permit
purpose to
understand
the detail

PURPOSE
mind map for the VPA
“THE PURPOSE OF THE
WALLAN EAST PSP IS
TO...”

Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

Theme 5
Contributing to
the local
economy

Theme 3
Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

Theme 4
Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station

Acknowledge/
consider freight
terminal on the
western side

Be clear
about Wallan
- Whittlesea
Road

Report Back to Main Group

Activity #3

Conceptual Place Based Plan
INSTRUCTIONS
Step

Step

(10mins)

Using key words from Activity #1 Vision mindmap and Activity #2 Purpose mindmap, let's spatially
determine the emerging visions,
strengths and uncertainties within
the site.
* How can we translate the vision
and purpose spatially on the plan?

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments
or thoughts on the plan AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

Interface with
rural land.
Some nive
views that can
be shared

Drainage
assets colocated
with parks

Higher density
might also be
able east of
the Merri
Creek.

Risj of
substantial
car parking

Is this
pipelines
buffer or
connections
to the south?
Road
connections

Report Back to Main Group

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #1

Activity #1
Vision Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

(10mins)
Ensure
Ensure Wallan integration with
is connected Wallan township
(Example)
to the Wallan
Raise a new
and
Wallan
Station
standard
of
South PSP
PRecinct

Review the six (6) themes

urban
development

Outline of today
Webinar Presentation (Completed)
Validation + Confirmation of Pitching Sessions

Questions to consider when
populating this VISION mind map:

Step

What does the future look like for
Wallan East?

Activity - Let's give it go! (Completed)
Let's learn some simple Mural skills

What is the role of the Wallan East
site?

healthy
waterways

Taking
advantage of the
Merri Creek as a
connected trail
to the norht of
melbourne

Complementing
but preserving the
uniquness of hte
Wallan East as an
opportunity for a
higher density
accessible suburb

(Example) A
genuine
extension of
Wallan

Active transport
connections to
connect school
facilities

flatness of
grades
challenging

creating a hub within
the station street
precinct with high
density development
between Merri Creek
and the existing
station

DoT and MW
meeting to
discuss
flooding issues
and BIFT

Connecting to
the unique
features
surrounding
the precinct

Theme 2

Theme 1

Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

Breakout rooms

What is the key focus of this Wallan
East PSP?

Activity #1 - Vision Mind Map (10mins)
What is the role of the Wallan East site in the future
and what is the key focus of this PSP?

Activity #2 - Purpose Mind Map (10mins)
What is the purpose of the Wallan East PSP and
how do we ensure a successful future
development?

How do we achieve this vision?

Step

Report Back (10mins)

supporting
the merri
creek

Incorporate
ESD
principles

public
transport

Theme 6
Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

Potential
zero carbon
little suburb

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN EAST PSP
TO...”

Theme 3
Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN
Theme
5 SOUTH PSP
TO...”
Contributing to

Theme 4

the local
economy

Capitalising on
opportunties of
BIFT and other
regional areas
employment

Activity #3 - Conceptual Place Based Plan (10mins)
Let's determine the emerging visions, strengths and
uncertainties within the site.

Connectivity
to the Wallan
Station
Precinct

Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station

Promoting the area
as an attractive
living opportuntiy
that is accessible
north of melbourne

20 minute
neighbourhood

Walkable and
sustainable
transport
options

Report Back (10mins)

Spatial
outcomes need
to consider
sodic soils at
post PSP stage

Management of
the sodic soils to
ensure planning
considers soil
issues at post
PSP phase

Co-locating
education with
community
facilities - manage
pipeline easement
(maybe limited in
finding a school)

Finish

Activity #2

Purpose Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

interface
with urban
and rural

Review the six (6) themes

Questions to consider when
populating this PURPOSE mind map:

Step

How do we ensure a successful future
development?
What does the PSP document need to
do to get us to the vision? i.e. do we
need specific section on a key theme?

Step

(Example)
Facilitate the
crossings of
the railway

Ensuring the PSP
is connected to
the broader wallan
townships to make
it walkable
precinct

What is the purpose of the Wallan East
PSP?

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

(10mins)

PSP could look
at higher density
opportunities
adjacent ot the
station

sustainable
development
- carbon
nuetral
precinct

As there may be
not be schools in
the precinct
cnnectiity to new
schools without
reliance on cars is
critical

Sodo soils
and erosion
management

(Example)
Improve,
enhance and
integrate with the
existing Wallan
township

Theme 2

Theme 1

Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

Can move
some of Digby's
comments into
other themes*

Flood
management

Theme 6
Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

PURPOSE
mind map for the VPA
“THE PURPOSE OF THE
WALLAN EAST PSP IS
TO...”

Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

Permiability
of rail station Connectivity
and active
important
(potential
transport
elevation)

creating a hub
adjacent to the
station to
encourage retail
and commercial
opportunities

Exemplery
model for
growth
areas

Performance objectives are listed in the
Healthy Waterways Strategy for the Yarra codesign catchment program. The objectives
set the benchmark of what is needed to
improve overall waterway condition, with the
vision underpinning this being that waterways
and wetlands are integrated with the broader
landscape, and enhance life and liveability.
Waterways and our bays are highly valued
and sustained by an informed and engaged
community working together to protect and
improve their value. There are 9 key values
that support healthy waterways, including
amenity, connection, recreation, birds, fish,
frogs, macroinvertebrates, platypus and
vegetation.

Report Back to Main Group

Activity #3

Conceptual Place Based Plan
(10mins)

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

Step

Using key words from Activity #1 Vision mindmap and Activity #2 Purpose mindmap, let's spatially
determine the emerging visions,
strengths and uncertainties within
the site.
* How can we translate the vision
and purpose spatially on the plan?

Important to
connect
Hume

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments
or thoughts on the plan AND add
ticks to comments you agree with
Walking and riding
connections here

creating multiple
access points to
leverage the local
amenity provided
within the future
station street
precinct - potential

Report Back to Main Group

linear park or trail
opportunitieis that
is connected back
to Melbourne
along Merri creek
and into the
regions

Can utilise merri creek as an
asset to both for open
space, biodiversity etc
whilst managing the
flooding issues in the
precinct

Ensure whole
precinct is
walk-able/
rid-able

Wallking
links to
station st
precinct
Biodiversity
corridor

Design of local
streets and links
to reinforce the
walkability of the
precicnt.

Connectivity,
socially, across to
wallan central,
wallara waters and
train station absolutely critical
to success of PSP
Wallara waters
facing issues due to
isolation - critical to
connect people to
broader wallan walking and cycling
connections

Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station

Contributing to
the local
economy

Self
sufficient
little suburb

Theme 3

Theme 4

Theme 5

Complementary
uses to BIFT
and other uses

local place
making and
responding
to natural
features

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #1

Activity #1
Vision Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

(10mins)

Review the six (6) themes

(Example)
Raise a new
standard of
urban
development

Outline of today
Webinar Presentation (Completed)
Validation + Confirmation of Pitching Sessions

Questions to consider when
populating this VISION mind map:

Step

transitioning
into
Melbourne.
Wallan as a
destination.

What does the future look like for
Wallan East?

Activity - Let's give it go! (Completed)
Let's learn some simple Mural skills

Acknowledge
this is
different to
Wallan South

What is the role of the Wallan East
site?

Two Distinct
Characters,
Exsisting
township and
new precincts

(Example) A
genuine
extension of
Wallan

Drainage
issues from
geological
location

Theme 2

Theme 1

Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

Balancing
recreation role
that a creek can
have against the
biodiversity

Breakout rooms

What is the key focus of this Wallan
East PSP?

Activity #1 - Vision Mind Map (10mins)
What is the role of the Wallan East site in the future
and what is the key focus of this PSP?

Activity #2 - Purpose Mind Map (10mins)
What is the purpose of the Wallan East PSP and
how do we ensure a successful future
development?

Theme 6
Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

How do we achieve this vision?

Step

Report Back (10mins)

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN EAST PSP
TO...”

Recognising
employment links
with BIFT providing
new employment
for Wollara Waters
and Newbridge

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

local town
centre located
western part of
wallan east
psp

Activity #3 - Conceptual Place Based Plan (10mins)
Let's determine the emerging visions, strengths and
uncertainties within the site.

Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN
Theme
5 SOUTH PSP
TO...”
Contributing to

Theme 4

what role will
the town
centre have?

Transit orientated
development may be
difficult because car
ownership in outer
suburbs is
prominent. might be
a mix

car share
schemes

Consider
connection from
existing
communities in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge

local town
centre role that
services wallan
east community
- linkage across
to train station

Finish

Link all new
communities
as one
wallan

Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station

the local
economy

foot bridge to
railway line to high
street arangement perhaps IGA to
smaller shops w
mixed use
development

Report Back (10mins)

Theme 3

IWM and storwm
water managment
investigation being
undertaken, Hearn
Swamp

provide car
parking

terminology
to be made
clear

TOD may
not get off
the ground

Concerns about
the viability of
TOD
developments
in this area

move away
from TOD
and focus on
transport

broader
transport
theme

Connection
to BIFT

separation
of Wallan

Theme 4
needs to be
around transit
- complex site
for transport

Address
seperate
issues with
Hume
Highway

Activity #2

Purpose Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

(10mins)

Review the six (6) themes

(Example)
Facilitate the
crossings of
the railway

(Example)
Improve,
enhance and
integrate with the
existing Wallan
township

Questions to consider when
populating this PURPOSE mind map:

Step

What is the purpose of the Wallan East
PSP?

Step

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

Theme 2

Theme 1

form of
transition in
building
heights to not
impact areas

encourage
of height

higher density
to be
balanced with
rural
boundary

crrently feels
like in a
middle of
nowhere

Theme 6

buildings have
certain height
and feel to feel
like an urban
area

destination
feel

Theme 5

local town
centre to be
located near
station
enable
people to live
and work
around
wallan

Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

The PSP should
provide specific
information about
IWM including the
management of
stormwater through
the PSP.

Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station

Opportunities to
consider
existing regional
motorsports
facility

Greater level of
social space for
communities to
come together
in

encourage uses
that will allow
investment to
occur within
wallan

bike paths
running through
Wallan transport
coming in and
out

Recycled
water is to be
provided to
the Wallan
East PSP

Add value to
Hearn
Swamp - not
flood it.

Theme 4

Contributing to
the local
economy

larger lot sizes
and mix of low
density/medium

Theme 3

PURPOSE
mind map for the VPA
“THE PURPOSE OF THE
WALLAN EAST PSP IS
TO...”

Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

Linkages to
regional park
in Beverage
North East
PSP

Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

PSP Should
address
Wallan as the
entry to
melbourne

How do we ensure a successful future
development?
What does the PSP document need to
do to get us to the vision? i.e. do we
need specific section on a key theme?

Create greater
opportunities
for open active
and passive
space

Ensureing there
is ample room
for community
infastructre
(Kindas,
Schools)

How do we try to
encourage less
car usage. Do we
need a bus
running through
this area?

bus running
through this
area

Station needs
to consider
both local and
regional
access

Report Back to Main Group

Activity #3

Conceptual Place Based Plan
(10mins)

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

Using key words from Activity #1 Vision mindmap and Activity #2 Purpose mindmap, let's spatially
determine the emerging visions,
strengths and uncertainties within
the site.
* How can we translate the vision
and purpose spatially on the plan?

er
Step

Urban Edge

Conservation
area along
water way

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments
or thoughts on the plan AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

allow
crossings of
pipeline for
authority
works

open space

rural type
lots going
outwards

Interface
Interface
TC
withInterface
TCbetween
and
with creek
residential
Interface and
creek.
withwith
creek
residential
with creek
higher
desnity
towards local
town centre

connector
somwhere?

local town
centre

footbridge or
road bridge
connect to
town centre

primary
school/shared
facility between
multiple services

connectivity
under
bridge

Report Back to Main Group

pocket
parks

drainage
facilities?
and how
big??

east west
road linkage
across
pipeline

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #1

Activity #1
Vision Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

(10mins)

Review the six (6) themes

(Example)
Raise a new
standard of
urban
development

Outline of today
Webinar Presentation (Completed)
Validation + Confirmation of Pitching Sessions

Questions to consider when
populating this VISION mind map:

Step

(Example) A
genuine
extension of
Wallan

What does the future look like for
Wallan East?

Activity - Let's give it go! (Completed)
Let's learn some simple Mural skills

water
sensitive
cities
major
constraint flood plain

natural physical
context to work
with - considerate
design and
development

Theme 2

Theme 1

Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

What is the role of the Wallan East
site?

Activity #1 - Vision Mind Map (10mins)
What is the role of the Wallan East site in the future
and what is the key focus of this PSP?

Activity #2 - Purpose Mind Map (10mins)
What is the purpose of the Wallan East PSP and
how do we ensure a successful future
development?

Urban cooling and
connection/proximity
to waterway

Theme 6
Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

How do we achieve this vision?

Step

Report Back (10mins)

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN EAST PSP
TO...”

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

Merri Creek
- lots of
values

Merri Creek improve as a
destination
instead of a
drain

Wallan place of
water

Breakout rooms

What is the key focus of this Wallan
East PSP?

CRC water
sensitive cities development
work in
harmony

Theme 3
Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

VISION
mind map for the VPA
“WE WANT THE
WALLAN
Theme
5 SOUTH PSP
TO...”
Contributing to

Theme 4
Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station

the local
economy

Proximity Wallan
Regional Park and
opportunity for ped
and cycle movement
connecting to
southern
developments

Activity #3 - Conceptual Place Based Plan (10mins)
Let's determine the emerging visions, strengths and
uncertainties within the site.

Report Back (10mins)

Finish

Activity #2

Purpose Mind Map

INSTRUCTIONS
Step

(10mins)

Review the six (6) themes

(Example)
Facilitate the
crossings of
the railway

Step

What is the purpose of the Wallan East
PSP?

Theme 1
Completing the
future ‘City’ of
Wallan

How do we ensure a successful future
development?
What does the PSP document need to
do to get us to the vision? i.e. do we
need specific section on a key theme?

Step

Integrated
Flora and
Fauna values
within the
PSP

(Example)
Improve,
enhance and
integrate with the
existing Wallan
township

Questions to consider when
populating this PURPOSE mind map:

Explore green
rooves as part
of any medium
density
development

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the mindmap AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

Theme 6

PURPOSE
mind map for the VPA
“THE PURPOSE OF THE
WALLAN EAST PSP IS
TO...”

Encouraging
sustainable and
responsive
development
outcomes

Incorporate
stormwater
harvesting as
part of Healthy
Waterways
strategy

Theme 5
Provide new
cultural
opportunities
such as
(traditional
plantings)

Contributing to
the local
economy

Work in
harmony with
flooding and
natural creek
features

Theme 2
Responding to
the natural and
physical context

Theme 3
Managing water in
an integrated and
sustainable way

Theme 4
Supporting transitoriented
development
around future
Wallan Station
Connection to
bike superhwy
concept commuter
routes

Activity #3

Conceptual Place Based Plan
Step

(10mins)

Step

Using key words from Activity #1 Vision mindmap and Activity #2 Purpose mindmap, let's spatially
determine the emerging visions,
strengths and uncertainties within
the site.
* How can we translate the vision
and purpose spatially on the plan?

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments
or thoughts on the plan AND add
ticks to comments you agree with

Connectivity
into Wallan
will be critical
to PSP

Noise buffers
from rai/roadl
freight (double
staked) and land
take
considerations

Report Back to Main Group

Recycle water
opportunities
to be
considered.

Integration of
water with road
ways and open
spaces (Tailored
cross sections).

Connect to
Wallan Regional
Park and
growing grass
frog corridor

Report Back to Main Group

INSTRUCTIONS

community
interest

PSP
resilience strength
north south
connection

passive rec
- Merri
Creek

water to assit
in
development

paths in
proimity to
water way

incorporate
creeks

conect to
open space

Incorporate
and improve
Merri Creek
as part of the
PSP

livability

strong
opportunity asked to work
with traditional
owners
opprtunity

Theme 1
Completing the future ‘City’ of Wallan

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2
INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Outline of today

Key Issue

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree

Activity #1 - Key Issues
Connection to
north via Kelby
Lane

Activity #1B

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(10mins)

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Issues Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Activity #1A

(10mins)

Issues Validation
If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Benefits brough
about by
extending Kelby
Lane may not
justify the high
cost

Need to preserve
the opportunity to
deliver this, even if
no funding from WE
- needs detailed
design and costing.

Key Issue

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree

Would like to design and
cost this overpass - so we
can make the informed
decision if funding
through Wallan East
PSP(+Station Street +
King&Queen Street
Masterplans) is achievable
or not.

Car parking
around the
train station

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Need to have good
understanding of
catchment of the
Station - once "end
of line Metro
Services"

Car parking can also
form a barrier between a
Station and the
communities around it.
Long term will hopefully
see other (build up)
facilities as an
opportunity.

agree significant
issue - land west of
rail line best placed
to provide park and
ride function

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Agree

Points of
connection to
Wallan
township

(30mins)

Watsons St upgrade
currently being
designed - shared
path (both sides) and
dual carriageway

Grade
separation
needs to
resolved

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Issue

(10mins)

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Connection to
north via Kelby
Lane

Connection to
surrounding
neighbourhoods
(e.g. Wallara
Waters,
Newbridge)

Access onto
Hume
Freeway

(30mins)

What are the key actions?

Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Issues
Connection to
north via Kelby
Lane

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Agree

needs to reflect
strategic work
being undertaken
by Council and
others

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Activity #1B

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1C
Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Introduction

INSTRUCTIONS

Design and
costing for
option engineering
challenge!

Transport
assessment
- nexus with
Wallan East

Design work on
upgrade for
Wallan
WHittlesea Road
is doing this

consider
connections to
station within
broader
catchments

Determine
status of
road (local
or arterial)

Determining
opps for
funding

Important to
consider broader
network function better connectivity
for broader Wallan
East back to WEst of
the Hume

MSC, VPA
DoT

Landowners
(informed and
engaged early
as
appropraiate)

Points of
connection to
Wallan township
Access onto Hume
Freeway

Treatment of the
arterial road
(Wallan
Whittlesea Road)

School
provision
School
provision
to be
determined
based on
to
be determined
growth projections in
in
the broader catchment.
context
of the
VPA to progress
broader
discussions
with DET
aboutcatchment.
school provision.

Points of
connection to
Wallan township

Treatment of rail
crossing

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Activity #2A

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

(5mins)

(10mins)

Connection to
surrounding
neighbourhoods
(e.g. Wallara
Waters,
Newbridge)

Agree

Watsons St
as freight
access for
BIFT - Issues?

Agree

School provision
to be
determined in
context of the
broader
catchment.

Might also apply
to community
centres and
active open
space

Connection to
surrounding
neighbourhoods
(e.g. Wallara
Waters,
Newbridge)

Goes near
the creek
(Ken)

community
infrastructure
relationship
must be
considered

Car parking
around the train
station

Treatment of
the arterial
road (Wallan
Whittlesea
Road)

(20mins)

Finish

Agree

Would like to get more
clarity on this road
being used as main
connection into BIFT or if that's Hadfield
Road + Camerons Lane
(or all three)

Any other issues to add?

Land use
south of
Watsons?

"Completing the City of Wallan"
also needs to complete the
provision of community services.
Wallara Waters and Newbridge
are currently underproviding
(schools - community centres).
Would like to investigate what is
necessary for the broader Wallan
East Area (everything east of the
Freeway)

Conflicts
between all
transport
modes.

Agree

Road over
Rail of Rail
over Road?

Treatment of the
arterial road
(Wallan
Whittlesea Road)

Council currently
would like ail to go
over. Better
outcomes for the
community can be
achieved

Treatment of rail
crossing

Ramps to
Freeway are
vital

Council and DoT
have commenced
discussions as part
of the master
planning work.

Treatment of rail
crossing

Car parking
around the train
station

Access onto
Hume Freeway

School provision
to be determined
in
context of the
broader
catchment.

DoT leading
design - based
on solid
understanding
of modal
demands

Design of
road to
account for
long term
BIFT & Part 2

Council and
DoT

Determine
interim and
ultimate form
(local access
implications)

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.
Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

(10mins)

Opportunities Validation
Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree

Agree

Connection to
the north via
Kelby Lane
unresolved.

Active
transport
links to
Wallan
township

Agree

Leveraging
existing local
infrastructure in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge

Hume Freeway is
an interstate
connection

Agree

Step 3 - Finished

ramps to
freeway vital

how can we
have a BIFT
without the
ramps?

advocacy

VPA to progress
discussions with
DET about
school
provision.

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities

Prioritise Key Opportunities
(5mins)

Hume Freeway is
an interstate
connection

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

VPA and
DET

Community
Infrastructure
Assessment will
determine if it only
applies to schools or
also community centre
/ active open space

(20mins)

What are the key actions?

Continued
advocacy ramps and
protection of
status

Who is responsible?

Stage 2 WallanWhittlesea Rd
(following ramp
construction)

DoT - lead

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Active transport
links to Wallan
township

Agree

Co locating a
school site (if
identified) with
other
community
infrastructure.

Potential to
strengthen
passenger rail
connection to
Melbourne and
regional Vic
Co-locating a
school site (if
identified) with
other community
infrastructure.

Any other opportunities to add?
Community Infra
needs to have
regard for all
communities east
of Hume connectivity issues

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

INSTRUCTIONS

Opportunity for
early activation of
comm infra - given
connection issues
to existing
infrastructure

Opportunities for
station street
community
infrastructure
provision for
broader Wallan
East

Community Infra
needs to have
regard for all
communities east
of Hume connectivity issues

Potential to
strengthen
passenger rail
connection to
Melbourne and
regional Vic

Electrification
and
progressive
update

advocacy
around
prioritising
work

Hume Freeway is
an interstate
connection

Leveraging
existing local
infrastructure in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge

ARTC to be
engaged

Understanding
of catchment
and therefore
demand of car
parking in the
future

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.

LXRA - not
on their
immediate
agenda

Active transport
links to Wallan
township

IMplementation
of ultimate
Watsons St
design

Look at active
transport
opportunities
associated with
Merri Creek

Leveraging
existing local
infrastructure in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge.

Co-locating a
school site (if
identified) with
other community
infrastructure.

Community
Infrastructure
assessment needs to pick up
higher order
infrastructure

Understand
al elments
related to the
need for a
school

determine
land take
and station
design

Understand
stabling
requirements

Council led station
design - requires
DoT/others to
respond (LH coordinating
response)

DoT - Lead

Council and
others
support and
advocate

Theme 1
Completing the future ‘City’ of Wallan

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2
INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Outline of today

(10mins)

Issues Validation
Key Issue

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Key Issue

Agree

Car parking
around the
train station

Connection to
north via Kelby
Lane

Activity #1A

Activity #1B

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(10mins)

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Issues Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Not a lot of
width in
developable
area for car
parking

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Key
Issue

(30mins)

What are the key actions?

Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Issues
(10mins)

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Connection to
north via Kelby
Lane

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

Agree

Manage
drainage
flows from
broader
catchment

Agree

Points of
connection to
Wallan
township

Access onto
Hume
Freeway

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Confirm
feasibility of
rail crossings
and capacity
of roads.

Council &
regional
Roads & Rail
authority

Activity #2A

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

Points of
connection to
Wallan township

multipple
forms of
connections

Treatment of the
arterial road
(Wallan
Treatment
of rail
Whittlesea
crossing Road)

Connection to
Points of
surrounding
connection to
neighbourhoods
Wallan
township
(e.g.
Wallara
Waters,
Newbridge)

School provision
to be
determined
School
provision to be
in
determined
based on
growth of
projections
in
context
the
the broader catchment.
broader
VPA to progress
catchment.
discussions with DET

Investigate
traffic
volumes +
feasibility

Investigate types
of connections
that are needed
(cycling, walking?)
and what is
feasible

Shared Path

Regional
Roads

VPA

Council &
VPA & RRV
(DOT)

DET, Parks
Vic etc. (be
consulted re:
facility
provision)

Regional
Roads

Melbourne
Water (DSS)
& VPA

about school provision.

Wallara Waters
is floodprone
on the eastern
side.

(10mins)

Activity #1B

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Activity #1C

(30mins)

(5mins)

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Introduction

INSTRUCTIONS

Catholic primary
school is
already open in
Wallara Waters

Catholic primary is
already open in Wallara
Waters. Discussions
ongoing about whether
a government primary
school is needed.

Connection to
surrounding
neighbourhoods
(e.g. Wallara
Waters,
Newbridge)

Treatment of
the arterial
road (Wallan
Whittlesea
Road)

(20mins)

Finish

Agree

Agree

School provision
to be
determined in
context of the
broader
catchment.

Agree

Access onto Hume
Freeway

Connection to
north via Kelby
Lane

Car parking
around the train
station

Connection to
surrounding
neighbourhoods
(e.g. Wallara
Waters,
Newbridge)

Cost implications
depend on the
solution that is
decided upon

Regional Roads
has plans for
Watson street

Treatment of the
arterial road
(Wallan
Whittlesea Road)

Any other issues to add?
Manage
drainage
flows from
broader
catchment

Agree

Treatment of rail
crossing

Treatment of the arterial
road (Wallan-Whittlesea
Road) is a key
Treatment
of rail
unresolved decision.
crossing
Intersections
along
Wallan-Whittlesea Road
are also unresolved.

Car parking
around the train
station

Access onto
Hume Freeway

School provision
to be determined
in
context of the
broader
catchment.

Consideration
of placement
of community
facilities

Investigate
traffic
volumes +
feasibility

Council and DoT
have commenced
discussions as part
of the master
planning work.

How much is
required? vs
how much
land do we
have to use?

Investigate
traffic
volumes +
feasibility

VPA to progress
discussions with
DET about
school
provision.

Consideration
of main roads

High cost drainage
infrastructure (e.g.
culvert upgrades) - these
need to be weighed out.
DSS done by Melbourne
Water but scheme does
not cover road
extensions.

APA Major
Gas Pipeline

Council and
DoT

Investigate
traffic
volumes +
feasibility

Regional
Roads

Consider
existing
environmental
values
(particularly
Merri Creek)

Determine
usage
patterns and
demand.

Investigate
implications/trade
off of not having
access

Confirm likely
yield,
demographics
of future
community.

Regional
Roads / DoT

Consult with
independent school
provider(s) [noted that
Catholic Education is
not considering a
school in this precinct]

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.
Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Agree

Active
transport
links to
Wallan
township

Agree

Agree

Opportunities Validation
Key Opportunities

Leveraging
existing local
infrastructure in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge

Hume Freeway is
an interstate
connection

Potential to
strengthen
passenger rail
connection to
Melbourne and
regional Vic

(10mins)

Co locating a
school site (if
identified) with
other
community
infrastructure.

also
intermidiate
spots
between the
two

Step 3 - Finished

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #2B

Council &
VPA

Investigate
potential
implications of BIFT
on likely
popoulation/school
provision.

VPA and
DET

DJPR (BIFT
related)

Independent
school
providers

Activity #2C

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities

(20mins)

What are the key actions?

Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Opportunities
(5mins)

Hume Freeway is
an interstate
connection

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

Solidify land use
vision for the
precinct - this will
influence what kind
of connection is
required.

VPA &
Council

Continue to
investigate/partner
with DOT to
resolve.

VPA/DoT/Rail
Authority

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Co-locating a
school site (if
identified) with
other community
infrastructure.

Agree

Leveraging
existing local
infrastructure in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge
Active
transport
links to Wallan
township

Potential to
strengthen
Hume Freeway is
passenger rail
an interstate
connection to
connection
Melbourne and
regional Vic

Potential to
strengthen
passenger rail
connection to
Melbourne and
regional Vic

Active transport
links to Wallan
township

Tap into
opportunities
related to rail
station.

Leveraging
existing local
infrastructure in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge.

Clear
identification of
local
infrastructure in
these estates.

Any other opportunities to add?

Co-locating a
school site (if
identified) with
other community
infrastructure.

Investigate
integration of
community
infrastructure beyond
just school provision
(e.g. health, economic
services).

VPA &
Council &
DoT

Clear
identification of
any barriers to
accessing these
facilities.

Continue to
investigate
community
infrastructure
(including school
provision but not
limited to)

Council and
VPA.

Work with
council and
relevant
service
providers.

Relevant service
providers
(depending on
what
infrastructure is
provided)

VPA to work
with DET.

Theme 1
Completing the future ‘City’ of Wallan

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2
INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Outline of today

(10mins)

Issues Validation
Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Key Issue

Agree

Activity #1B

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(10mins)

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

Activity #2A

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Activity #1B

Prioritise Key Issues
(10mins)

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Provision of Active
open space in
precinct or in
walkable distance
in important

Local connection
important to
ensure active
transport is
facilitated in
Wallan area

Station access is
critical as well as
the broader
township

Agree

Connection to
Points of
surrounding
connection to
neighbourhoods
the existing
(e.g. Wallara
Wallan township
Waters,
unresolved.
Newbridge)
Treatment of the road
will be important,
likely to be quite busy
and important to
ensure there is no
negative amenity
impact

(20mins)

Finish

Treatment of
the arterial
road (Wallan
Whittlesea
Road)

Agree

Car parking around
the train station is
unresolved.onto
Also
Access
relevant to Theme 2.4
Hume
Supporting transitoriented
development
Freeway
around future Wallan
station.

Connection
Points of to
connection
the north via
to
Kelby
Wallan
Lane
unresolved.
township

Agree

arterial road
(Wallan
Whittlesea Road)

Agree

School provision
to be
determined in
context of the
broader
catchment.

Agree

north via Kelby
Car parking
Lane
around the train
station Treatment of the
Points of
connection to
Wallan township

Connectivity of
school site in
Wallara waters to
wallan east
important to
Wallan East local
community

Defined
Drainage
Corridor /
Flood
mitigation
Ensure we link
facilities like
schools etc is
vital for the
viability to
Wallan East

Agree
Treatment of the arterial
road (Wallan-Whittlesea
Road) is a key
Treatment
of rail
unresolved decision.
crossing
Intersections
along
Wallan-Whittlesea Road
are also unresolved.

Community
facilities ? shared
infastructure

Key
Issue

School provision
to be determined
in
context of the
broader
catchment.

Connection to
north via Kelby
Lane

Important to
secure local
school close to
precinct

(30mins)

What are the key actions?

Council
commenced
Feasibility
concept design of
discussion
Station precinct,
coordinate
with with
DoT

Connection to
surrounding
neighbourhoods
(e.g. Wallara
Waters,
Newbridge)

Points of
connection to
Wallan township

School provision to be
determined based on
growth projections in
the broader catchment.
VPA to progress
discussions with DET
about school provision.

Undertake gap
analysis of
community facilities
to ensure
communities
connect to facilities

Connection to
surrounding
neighbourhoods
(e.g. Wallara
Waters,
Newbridge)

Needs to lso
consider
community
infastructure
and active open
space

Treatment of the
arterial road
(Wallan
Whittlesea Road)

Any other issues to add?

Wi

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Being a small
precinct, Wallan East
and connection to
Walara waters
important in day to
day liveability e.g.
shops

Treatment of Access
rail
onto Hume
crossing
Freeway
Connection to

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

(10mins)

Dont sacrifice
passive open
space for car
parking

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1C

(30mins)

(5mins)

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Car parking
around the
train station

Connection to
north via Kelby
Lane

Activity #1A

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Issues Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Introduction

INSTRUCTIONS

Provision of Active
open space and
connectivity with
other wallan
communityies precinct not just
physical connectivity

Need to
treat Wallan
Hollistically

Treatment of rail
crossing

Car parking
around the train
station

Access onto
Hume Freeway

School provision
to be determined
in
context of the
broader
catchment.

Capitalise on
ARTC rail
upgrades maintain
dialogue with
ARTC

Council and DoT
have commenced
discussions as part
of the master
planning work.

VPA to have
conversation with
ARTC regarding
rail upgrades/
crossing over
Kelby lane

community
infrastructure
needs assessment
as well as broadr
connection to
whole of wallan

Hollistic review
of corridor for
community
infrastructure
needs

Cant just rely on
surrounding
areas to provide
for community
infrastructure

Council and VPA to
agree on
underprovision
early to
understand what
infrastructure is to
be provided

Design treatment
of road - amenity
it can be provide
e.g. canopy trees
etc

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.
Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

(10mins)

Opportunities Validation
Key Opportunities

Agree

Leveraging
existing local
infrastructure in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge

Hume Freeway is
an interstate
connection

Potential to
Connection
strengthen to
the north via
passenger
rail
connection
to
Kelby Lane
Melbourne
and
unresolved.
regional Vic

Agree

Step 3 - Finished

Car
around
Coparking
locating
a
the train station is
school
site (if
unresolved. Also
identified)
with
relevant
to Theme
2.4
Supporting
othertransitoriented development
community
around
future Wallan
infrastructure.
station.

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Acheive
appropriate
service level to
the whole
community ?

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #2B

Active
Points of
transportto
connection
the
existing
links
to
Wallan
township
Wallan
unresolved.
township

Council and
DoT

council/ VPA
discuss with
DOT
elevated rail

DoT

Watson st
upgrade RRV

Dot, RRV
and Council

Findings from the
Community
Infrastructure
Needs
Assessment will
be a critical input

VPA and
DET

Need to know
number of
households
anticpated in
PSP

Key
Opportunities

(20mins)

What are the key actions?

opportunity
to access
wallan from
both
directions

Examine the
future of the
Hume to
continue its
operation (OMR
and E6)

Potential to
strengthen
passenger rail
connection to
Melbourne and
regional Vic

Agree

Co-locating a
school site (if
Active transport
identified) with
links to Wallan
other community
Leveraging
township
infrastructure.
existing local
infrastructure in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge

Potential to
strengthen
passenger rail
connection to
Melbourne and
regional Vic

Develop
wallan as
regional
gateway

Highlight the
important of
electric rail
(ultimate
scenario)

Active transport
links to Wallan
township

Overlay current
VicRoads design
- includes place
making in design

Elevated rail

Leveraging
existing local
infrastructure in
Wallara Waters
and Newbridge.

Active
transport
links to
infrastructure

Reword
opportunity facilitate
delivery of
infrastructure

Co-locating a
school site (if
identified) with
other community
infrastructure.

Confirm what
community
facilities are to
be identified
within this PSP

Any other opportunities to add?
Achieve appropriate
service level across
Wallan East, Walliara
Waters, Newbridget
and Station Street

Connectivity,
ensuring
approaches to
crossing are safe,
consider merri
creek and
development form

Who is responsible?

DoT

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Hume Freeway is
an interstate
connection

Agree

VPA and
Council

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Hume Freeway is
an interstate
connection

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

VPA undertaking
community
infrastructure
assessment of
broadre wallan
corridor

VPA to
confirm land
use south of
Wallan East

Discussion
with DOT

VPA to progress
discussions with
DET about
school
provision.

VPA and
council to
maintain
dialogue with
agencies

Activity #2C

Prioritise Key Opportunities
(5mins)

Early
conversations
to agree on
gaps of
community
infrastructure

Vic Roads
and RRV
feasibility
discussion

Consideration of
existing growth of
Wallan and how
Wallan East PSP
can connect with
precincts +
services

Utilise space in rail
corridor (elevated
rail) improve
connection to
station st precinct

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.

Ensure
Wallan East is
somewhat
sufficient in
services

Understanding
interfacing
uses on full
extent of
arterial road

Firm up position
on land south of
Wallan East (will
it be resi?)

Pedestrian
crossing points,
advocate for
elevated road
(grade seperate)

Who is responsible?

Highlight the
importance of
Upfield
connection to
the precinct

Expand to
include active
transport links to
the south
(Wallara Waters,
Newbridge, etc)

DOT

DoT, VPA,
Council

Council,
VPA

Need to confirm
number of
households
anticipated in
PSP

VPA, DET
and Council

Theme 2
Responding to the natural and physical context

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Outline of today
INSTRUCTIONS

Introduction

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Activity #1 - Key Issues

(10mins)

Issues Validation

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Issues Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Key Issue

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Activity #1B

Activity #1B

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(5mins)

Agree

APA gas pipelines
might pose
restrictions
to types and form
of uses within the
buffer
area

Activity #1C
Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

Agree

Determination
of soil type and
management
actions
unresolved

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

APA gas pipelines
might pose
restrictions
Biodiversity values
to types
and form
within
the precinct
of uses within the
still
buffer
under
area
investigation

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Agree

Flat
topography
presents a
drainage
challenge.

Uncertainty
around high
speed rail
Heritage issues
around station buffer
may affect rail
buffer

Activity #2A

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

(5mins)

(5mins)

Agree

Biodiversity
values within
the precinct still
under
investigation

(10mins)

Agree

Potential GGF habitat
and links. Also Bibron
and Southern Toadlet
Records need to be
revisited and
considered with water
management.

also potential
Golden sun
moth habitat. it
has been
recorded in the
area.

Key
Issue

What are the key actions?

Uncertainty
around high
speed rail buffer

(20mins)

Is there
going to be
another
line?

(20mins)

APA gas pipelines
might pose
restrictions
to types and form
of uses within the
buffer
area

(5mins)

Determination of
soil type and
Flat topography
management
presents
a
actions unresolved
drainage
Uncertainty
challenge.
around high speed
rail buffer

highly dispersive and
erodable soils. a
working group is
looking at this as a
result of discussions
at Beveridge NW PSP

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Issues

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Activity #1A

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Huge issue to this PSP,
try to avoid passing
issue downstream.
Modifying natural
floodplain at top of
catchment must be well
considered and
modelled.

Biodiversity
values within the
precinct still
under
investigation

APA raised that a
Safety Management
Study would be
needed to
investigate. VPA to
progress discussions
with APA.

No alignment
has been
proposed, so
assumptions
will have to be
made

Safety
Management
Study to be
undertaken
by VPA

Will this impact on
any drainage
assets - ie to get
drainage levels in
harmony with
depth/height of
gas line?

Potential to impact on
connectivity between
either side of tracks increase width and
planning for bridge
infrastructure, needs
better understanding of
landtake required and
alignment.

VPA has
commissioned the
necessary
technical work,
currently being
undertaken by
WSP.

Who is responsible?

APA and
VPA

Confirm
whether EPA
has an
interest in
this space?

Federal
DOT

weed surveys to
inform vehicle
hygiene etc...
Chilean needle
grass and serrated
tussock known in
area

targetted
surveys
undertaken on
EPBC and FFG
act listed
speies

also potential
Golden sun
moth habitat. it
has been
recorded in the
area.

Potential GGF habitat
and links. Also Bibron
and Southern Toadlet
Records need to be
revisited and
considered with water
management.

VPA

Engagement/review
DELWP and Council

Offline
discuss with
VPA and ..?

Swampy and
grassland EVCs to
be explored and
protected/enhanced
where possible

Any other issues to add?
Road on the southern
boundary of the PSP
acts as a bund, this
needs to be
appropriately
reviewed and
considered in all
design decisions

opportunities to
create significant
biolinks in the
headwaters of
the Merr Creek.

Swampy and
grassland EVCs to
be explored and
protected/enhanced
where possible

Determination of
soil type and
management
actions
unresolved

VPA has
commissioned
technical work to
investigate sodic
soil response
across multiple
precincts.
VPA has
commissioned the
necessary
technical work,
currently being
undertaken by
WSP.

Learnings
from the
BNW PSP
regarding
sampling

Determination of
locations for
sampling needs
to be done and
confirmed with
MW

Strategies to
assess works
at
subdivision
stage

Flat topography
presents a
drainage
challenge.

How will local
government
govern this?

How do we
identify it on
site? What are
the
watercorridor
widths

Everyone

VPA

MW

Conservative
approach
required for
future
proofing

MW are
undertaking
waterways
values
assessment

Finish

connectivity along
waterway and
opportunity to
connect east-west
for f&f movement

Refer to action in Theme
2.3: Melbourne Water will
work with VPA to progress
the Woodlands Place DSS,
which encompasses a wider
area but includes Wallan
East. The DSS will be
influenced by timing and
staging of the PSP and BIFT.

will be guided
somewhat by
soil mapping
(above action)

As above regarding
gas pipeline level
requirment and
impact to drainage
from eastern edge
of PSP

Finalisation of revised
flood mapping for this
section of the Merri
Creek Flood Plain, as
this will heavily guide
outcomes in this
precinct

Link to the
work done
for the upper
Merri Creek

Melbourne
Water and
VPA

station
polygon is on
the heritage
registry

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.
Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Finished

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.
Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.

Key Opportunities

Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

it is a no
brainer

Vpa deos
this well

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Aboriginal heritage
to be highlighted as
well - floodplain,
Merri Creek and
nearby volcanic
cones/hills all
significant
Agree

Retention of
existing trees
where
possible.

include
retention of
native
vegetation - not
just trees.

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities

(10mins)

What are the key actions?

Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Opportunities
(5mins)

Utilising heritage
buildings as a
precinct feature.

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

Finalise study
and refer to
Heritage
Victoria for
advice.

VHI Engage with
HV on this
as well

part of
ecological
studies

layout is
informed by
native
vegetation
maps

VPA to lead
- HV/Council
and others

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Opportunities Validation

creating
increasing urban
opportunities
ecology
including as part
for
of drainage
connection to
solutions
nature

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Agree

Utilising heritage
buildings as a
precinct feature.

(5mins)

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Any other opportunities to add?
Appropriate responses to
Integrated Water
Management within this
precinct. Focusing on
outcomes that are
achievable and have a
nexus to the work being
undertaken by the Upper
Merri Creek Forum.

increasing urban
ecology
including as part
of drainage
solutions

opportunities to
create significant
biolinks in the
headwaters of
the Merr Creek.

creating
biolinks

creating
opportunities
for
connection to
nature

Aboriginal heritage
to be highlighted as
well - floodplain,
Merri Creek and
nearby volcanic
cones/hills all
significant

Aboriginal heritage
to be highlighted as
well - floodplain,
Merri Creek and
nearby volcanic
cones/hills all
significant

creating
biolinks and
connections
to nature
Appropriate responses to
Integrated Water
Management within this
precinct. Focusing on
outcomes that are
achievable and have a
nexus to the work being
undertaken by the Upper
Merri Creek Forum.

Aboriginal heritage
to be highlighted as
well - floodplain,
Utilising heritage
Merri Creek and
buildings as a
nearby volcanic
precinct feature.
cones/hills all
significant
Retention of
existing trees
where possible.

Retention of
existing trees
where possible.

Aboriginal heritage
to be highlighted as
well - floodplain,
Merri Creek and
nearby volcanic
cones/hills all
significant

increasing
urban ecology
including as part
of drainage
solutions

creating
biolinks and
connections
to nature

Appropriate responses to
Integrated Water
Management within this
precinct. Focusing on
outcomes that are
achievable and have a
nexus to the work being
undertaken by the Upper
Merri Creek Forum.

CH studies (YVW
Cultural Flows) and
Wurundjeri input to
planning especially
around
wetland/waterways. Also
opportunity for
reengagment with land.

Identify and
protect/enhance
exsisting F&F values.
Planning to be capture
these values within park
and drainage network.
Opportunity to reactivate
wetland environments.

HWS
stormwater
priority area

Arboricultural
assessment

Go to
aboriginal
Victoria

VPA

No site visits
currently
happening
but still active

once F&F values identified
look for opportunities to link
any isolated remnants to
inform layout. The Fauna
report will also identify spp
and then the movement
requirements for these spp
can e incorporated

YVW
undertaking
Cultural
Flows

VPA

All patries
should be
involved in
this

DELWP/Council

VPA

DELWP

Engagement
with
landowners

Aboriginal
Victoria

Theme 2
Responding to the natural and physical context

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Outline of today
INSTRUCTIONS

Introduction

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

(10mins)

Issues Validation

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Issues Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Activity #1B

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Issue

Prioritise Key Issues
APA gas pipelines
might pose
restrictions
to types and form
of uses within the
buffer
area

(5mins)
As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Activity #1A

Activity #1B

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(5mins)

APA gas pipelines
might pose
restrictions
to types and form
of uses within the
buffer
area

Activity #1C
Key Issues Action +
Responsibility
(20mins)

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

(5mins)

(5mins)

Determination
of soil type and
management
actions
unresolved

Agree

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Activity #2A

Agree

Agree

Uncertainty
around high
speed rail
buffer

Agree

(10mins)

Growling
grass
frogg

Finish

Golden
sun moth

Flat
topography
presents a
drainage
challenge.

very much
so

APA raised that a
Safety Management
Study would be
needed to
investigate. VPA to
progress discussions
with APA.

Determine if the gas
main needs lowering
and what the cost
would be (from a
drainage perspective).
APA notes that cost
will be very high.

MW also
undertaking
investigations

Uncertainty
around high
speed rail buffer

Merri creek
headwaters same
biodiversity
values?

PSP to find
complementary
uses? Can trees
to nearby to it,
shared
pathways?

APA and
VPA

Melbourne
Water
(drainage
infrastructure)

Be flexable within
the PSP and have
2 options for one
where it is inlcuded
and an option
without

Department
of Transport

Flat topography
presents a
drainage
challenge.

Biodiversity
values within the
precinct still
under
investigation

Connecting the open
spaces to
surrounding green
open spaces - e.g.
Wallan Regional Park
/ Hernes Swamp via a
Merri Creek
connection

Note
outside
MSA

Who is responsible?

Determination of
soil type and
management
actions unresolved

Biodiversity values
within the precinct
still
under
investigation

Uncertainty
around high speed
rail buffer

What are the key actions?

VPA has
commissioned the
necessary
technical work,
currently being
undertaken by
WSP.

Determination of
soil type and
management
actions
unresolved

Flat topography
presents a
drainage
challenge.

VPA has
commissioned
technical work to
investigate sodic
soil response
across multiple
precincts.
VPA has
commissioned the
necessary
technical work,
currently being
undertaken by
WSP.

Values associated
with floodplain...
not exclusively a
threatened species
matter under EPBC
Act.

to have
MW has
commissions consideration
of the Healthy
waterways
Waterways
assessments
Strategy

note Outside
MSA

This is of high
relevance to the
water
management
regime and
urban design

further
testing

Refer to action in Theme
2.3: Melbourne Water will
work with VPA to progress
the Woodlands Place DSS,
which encompasses a wider
area but includes Wallan
East. The DSS will be
influenced by timing and
staging of the PSP and BIFT.

Performance objectives are listed in the Healthy
Waterways Strategy for the Yarra co-design
catchment program. The objectives set the
benchmark of what is needed to improve overall
waterway condition, with the vision
underpinning this being that waterways and
wetlands are integrated with the broader
landscape, and enhance life and liveability.
Waterways and our bays are highly valued and
sustained by an informed and engaged
community working together to protect and
improve their value. There are 9 key values that
support healthy waterways, including amenity,
connection, recreation, birds, fish, frogs,
macroinvertebrates, platypus and vegetation.

wetlands and
waterways
provide
refuge habitat

Melbourne
Water
(assessment of
waterways,
DSS)

VPA to lead
consultation
with community
groups
(enviornment)

VPA

Consultation with
community
community
groups (e.g.
groups
friends of Merri
Creek, Glenelg important to
consult
Trust)

Any other issues to add?

Merri Creek will
have it's own
buffer from
biodiversity
perspective

Biodiversity
values within
the precinct still
under
investigation

Sodic soils

Agree

Might not
have a
massive
impact on
land uses.

APA gas pipelines
might pose
restrictions
to types and form
of uses within the
buffer
area

(20mins)

sodic soils are
very volatile and
can be high risk
and high cost to
manage

wider
waterway
corridors as
buffers if its
an issue

on a
floodplain of
Merri Creek
Determine
Merri Creek
buffer

wetlands
can also
help to
address

Victorian
Flood
Guidelines
for Urban
Develoment

Melbourne
Water

VPA
staging of
development
important - need
to establish
waterways first

Environmental
responsive
flood
management

Consult with
downstream
landowners so that
adequate outfall is
allowed into
downstream
properties.

IWM

Melbourne
Water and
VPA

SMS will determine
the credibility of
the threats.
Possibility of
changes to buffer.
Generally couple of
months.

DELWP, Melbourne
Water, potentially
DOT (if Merri Creek
buffer is part of
high speed rail
buffer)

VPA and
Melbourne
Water to consult
with
downstream
landowners.

Upper Merri
IWM Forum

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.
Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Finished

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.
Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

(5mins)

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree
Utilising heritage
buildings as a
precinct feature.

If there are
heritage
features then
yes great
opportunity to
incorporate

Rail station is outside of
the precinct. Other
heritage asset within
the precinct might not
a big opportunity in
relation to other values
e.g. biodiversity.

Cultural
heritage?

Retention of
existing trees
where
possible.

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance
opportunity to add
heritage trail to
add to place
making

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Opportunities Validation

European
heritage?

Utilise pipeline
easement as a key
north south open
space linear link for
pedestrian/bike path
through the precinct.

More
values than
just
buildings.

Strongly
supported

& other
vegetation

restoration
opportunities not
just keeping the
highest values some landscapes
bounce back

urban heat
cooling provision of
shade in harsh
landscape

low or medium
value trees may
also provide good
design response if
retained

Drainage design as an
opportunity: if there's
more drainage on site
(basins / waterways)
they can be
incorporated into a
more "natural" design of
the area

Consolidating
multiple buffers
(e.g. Merri
Creek, HSR,
biodiversity etc)

Key
Opportunities

(5mins)

Drainage design as an
opportunity: if there's
more drainage on site
(basins / waterways)
they can be
incorporated into a
more "natural" design of
the area

Any other opportunities to add?
Natural
heritage?

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Opportunities

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Agree

Plus other
vegetation.

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Consolidating
multiple buffers
(e.g. Merri
Creek, HSR,
biodiversity etc)

L

Utilising heritage
buildings as a
precinct feature.

Retention of
existing trees
where possible.

Utilise pipeline
easement as a key
north south open
space linear link for
pedestrian/bike path
through the precinct.

Utilising heritage
buildings as a
precinct feature.

Retention of
existing trees
where possible.

Utilise pipeline
easement as a key
north south open
space linear link for
pedestrian/bike
path through the
precinct.

Drainage design as an
opportunity: if there's
more drainage on site
(basins / waterways)
they can be
incorporated into a
more "natural" design
of the area

Consolidating
multiple buffers
(e.g. Merri
Creek, HSR,
biodiversity etc)

(10mins)

What are the key actions?

Follow up with DoT using their Cultural
Values Assessment
work to feed into
understanding of
Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage.

Determine the
health and
arboricultural
value of
existing trees

action to set
into the PSP
as an
opportunity

Starts with
good
understanding
of drainage
requirements

Protect
Stone Walls
and rocky
outcrops

Determine
other heritage
values apart
from just
buildings.

Encourage
prominence
of Native
veg

Who is responsible?

Thoroughly
understand
biodiversity
values when that
information is
known.

APA working
on national
guidelines will be made
available

liveability and
amenity - integrate
with network of
open spaces and
have high quality
design response

look at the
opportunities
- align where
possible

and other
natural
features
restoration
theme to
include local
vegetation
typical to the
area

avoid
damage to
asset

Upstream and
downstream
landform informs
the requirements
and opportunities

Keep
stakeholders
involved e.g. Council,
DELWP

heritage trail
telling the
story of the
area

soils may
result in
increased
buffers

VPA, DoT

VPA
(assessments
already being
undertaken continue this)

Melb Water
where along
waterways
and wetlands

DELWP
Hume Enviro,
VPA, Council

Melbourne Water
where along
waterways or
wetlands wouild
have a planning
role

VPA biodiversity
work

VPA, APA,
DoT, Council

sufficient
spatial layout
to enable
nodes for
social activity

fire
protection
may result in
the need for
buffers
grass fires,
ember attack,
foothlls
forested

VPA,
Melbourne
Water

multiple
agencies

WPA and Spiire are
completing
independent
assessments to assist
Melbourne Water in
resolving drainage
requirements

CFA

Theme 2
Responding to the natural and physical context

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Outline of today
INSTRUCTIONS

Introduction

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Activity #1 - Key Issues

(10mins)

Issues Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Issues Validation
Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Activity #1B

Activity #1B

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(5mins)

Activity #1C

Comment from
Ken - issues
around buffer
are fairly
known

Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

APA gas pipelines
might pose
restrictions
to types and form
of uses within the
buffer
area

Agree

APA gas pipelines
might pose
restrictions
to types and form
of uses within the
buffer
area

(5mins)
As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Biodiversity values
within the precinct
still
under
investigation

Determination of
soil type and
management
actions unresolved

Uncertainty
around high
speed rail buffer

(20mins)

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Activity #2A

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

(5mins)

(5mins)

Biodiversity
values within
the precinct still
under
investigation

(10mins)

Retention or
reconstruction
of Merri
Creek

What are the key actions?
APA raised that a
Safety Management
Study would be
needed to
investigate. VPA to
progress discussions
with APA.

Who is responsible?

Investigate
buffer
distance to
see if it can
be reduced

APA and
VPA

Uncertainty
around high speed
rail buffer

Continue
dialogue with
Federal
transport
departments

Develop
understanding
of uses in and
around buffer
zone early on

Understanding
of buffer 'no go
zone', acoustic
requirements
and secondary
buffer zone

VPA

DoT

Flat topography
presents a
drainage
challenge.

Biodiversity
values within the
precinct still
under
investigation

APA gas pipelines
might pose
restrictions
to types and form
of uses within the
buffer
area

Any other issues to add?

Agree

Comment from Ken
- requesting further
information on
status of
biodiversity report

Finish

Retention or
reconstruction
of Merri
Creek

Agree

Flat
topography
presents a
drainage
challenge.

Uncertainty
around high
speed rail
buffer

Key
Issue

(20mins)

Agree

Determination
of soil type and
management
actions
unresolved

Agree

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Issues

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Activity #1A

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Determination of
soil type and
management
actions
unresolved

Works
downstream

Flat topography
presents a
drainage
challenge.

Retention or
reconstruction
of Merri Creek

Traditional
Owner cultural
values existing
and future

VPA has
commissioned the
necessary
technical work,
currently being
undertaken by
WSP.

MW study of
geomorphology
in the greater
Wallan area
currently
ongoing

VPA has
commissioned
technical work to
investigate sodic
soil response
across multiple
precincts.

This is a well know
issue and we just
need to understand
the mitigation
measures that will
ensure less erosion

VPA has
commissioned the
necessary
technical work,
currently being
undertaken by
WSP.

Refer to action in Theme
2.3: Melbourne Water will
work with VPA to progress
the Woodlands Place DSS,
which encompasses a wider
area but includes Wallan
East. The DSS will be
influenced by timing and
staging of the PSP and BIFT.

Once biodiversity issues
are known we can
effectively respond.
Understanding issues
asap is important. It will
also have implications on
drainage so important to
understand.

Wurundjeri
cultural values to
be confirmed
interconnection
with natural
values

We need more
understanding
of how the BIFT
impacts
downstream
drainage

MW

VPA

Need to ensure there
is transparency on
down stream impacts
of DSS and drainage
approach. Timing of
MW flood study is still
ongoing.

Continue dialogue
with friends of Merri
Creek/ Merri Creek
Management
committee about
planning to keep
them informed

Consideration of
inter-relation with
Healthy Waterways
Strategy outcomes
for waterways and
wetlands

Awaiting
background report,
Cultural Values
Assessment key
consideration to
protect cultural
values

VPA

Continue dialogue
with Mw and
authorities around
mitigation of sodic
soils

Need to understand
high level at PSP
stage but also at
planning permit and
constructions stage
to ensure protection
of creek environs.

We need to
understand the
flooding and
associated filling
of land to mitigate
the issue

MW
geomorphology
study and VPA
biodiversity values
around the Merri
Creek and wider
floodplain

Connectivity
to broader
biodiversity
surrounding
precinct

Melbourne
Water and
VPA

Merri Creek
MW and VPA Management
Committee

Take on
recommendations
once we receive
CVA

Wurundjeri
and VPA

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.
Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Finished

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.
Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree
Utilising heritage
buildings as a
precinct feature.

Enhancing
Biodiversity
(not many
trees)

Prioritise Key Opportunities
(5mins)

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Opportunities Validation
Enhancing
the Merri
Creek

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

are there
any
heritage
buildings

Agree

Retention of
existing trees
where
possible.

(5mins)

Activity #2B

more about
enhancing
biodiversity

Any other opportunities to add?
Enhancing
the Merri
Creek

Cultural and
natural
connections
celebrated

Consideration or
asking DELWP
whether their
Growling Grass
Frog corridor has
opportunities in
this PSP

Connections to
Greater Wallan
Parkland project
to the south

IWM
opportunities
and linking to
green-blue
infrastructure
Connections to
natural setting
on north and
eastern edge of
PSP

Connections to
Greater Wallan
Parkland project
to the south

Retention of
existing trees
where possible.

IWM
opportunities
and linking to
green-blue
infrastructure
Utilising heritage
buildings as a
precinct feature.

Consideration or
asking DELWP
whether their
Growling Grass
Frog corridor has
opportunities in
this PSP

Connections to
natural setting
on north and
eastern edge of
PSP

Facilitator notes general comments
raised that it's difficult to
explore opportunities
from a developer
perspective without
copies of background
reports to understand
the issues.

Activity #2C

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities

Enhancing
Biodiversity
(not many
trees)

Cultural and
natural
connections
celebrated

right
interface
with green
wedge zone

What are the key actions?

Who is responsible?

Utilising heritage
buildings as a
precinct feature.

Retention of
existing trees
where possible.

Enhancing
Biodiversity
(not many
trees)

(10mins)

Connections to
natural setting
on north and
eastern edge of
PSP

Enhancing
the Merri
Creek

Cultural and
natural
connections
celebrated

Heritage
Vic

VPA

Low level of
high quality
existing
trees,

Natural features
like tree breaks
can help respond
to some
engineering
challenges

Council

Waiting on
background
reports

Focus on
regeneration
opportunities
to enhance
precinct

Waiting on
background
reports

Explore
opportunity to
develop
biodiversity
values

Opportunity to
shift from
industrial/
transit feel to
improve
developability

Focus on
connection to
wider
biodiversity to
benefit the PSP

Focus on
regeneration
opportunities
to enhance
precinct

Caring for
Country and
connection to
cultural
opprtunities in
the area

DELWP

COUNCIL +
Melbourne
water

Potentially
look at the
re-alignment
of Merri
Creek

Connect
cultural
values within
the creek line

connect the
community
to the creek

Developers

COUNCIL +
Melbourne
water

Developers

deepening of
the creek line
to mitigate
amount of
filling

DELWP

COUNCIL +
Melbourne
water

Wurundjeri

DELWP

VPA

Theme 3
Managing water in an integrated and sustainable way

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Outline of today
INSTRUCTIONS

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Issues Validation
Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

Agree

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(10mins)

(10mins)

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Issues Validation

Melb Water is
undertaking some
flood and
environmental
assessments to
inform the PSP

Flooding issues
associated with
the Merri Creek
floodplain

Activity #1C
Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

The high density
desired near the
train station may
be a competing
objective

The extent of the
floodplain is quite
extensive and will
need to be
addressed
carefully

floodplains
can often be
associated
with natural
values

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

IWM another
consideration

some values
and overland
flows are
fragmented

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Agree

floodplain
part of
landscape
character

This is a really minor
issue and the sewer
alignment will follow
the roads and have to
work in with servicing
both sides of the gas
line

Allocating
space within
the PSP for
sewer services

New plan will
tie these
aspects
together

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Wasn't
aware of
this issue.

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Activity #1B

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Activity #1B

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Introduction

Activity #1A

Agree

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Activity #2B
Prioritise Key
Opportunities
(10mins)

(10mins)

Performance objectives are listed in the Healthy
Waterways Strategy for the Yarra co-design catchment
program. The objectives set the benchmark of what is
needed to improve overall waterway condition, with
the vision underpinning this being that waterways and
wetlands are integrated with the broader landscape,
and enhance life and liveability. Waterways and our
bays are highly valued and sustained by an informed
and engaged community working together to protect
and improve their value. There are 9 key values that
support healthy waterways, including amenity,
connection, recreation, birds, fish, frogs,
macroinvertebrates, platypus and vegetation.

Treatment of
Merri Creek is
unresolved

setbacks
and buffers

Agree
water
quality

soils
(erosion
risk)

physical
form

amenity

HWS

This is a normal
constraint with
development parcels
wanting to develop at
different stages. To be
resolved in agreement
with landowners and
design flexibility

Staging of
provision of sewer
infrastructure will
be
dependent on
staging of the PSP.

access for
people &
fauna

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

Yes, and cost
may be
affected by
erosion risk

Development
Services Scheme
and associated
drainage charges
to be determined

Treatment of Merri
Creek is
unresolved

(25mins)

Finish

Any other issues to add?
Wallan East
achieving CRC
Water Sensitive
City design
principles

Agree

Drainage
corridor
along Merri
Creek to be
determined

conveyance of
flow could be
within waterway
or overland within
floodplain

Part of Healthy
Waterways
Strategy Upper
Merri Creek
Priority
Stormwater Area

Stormwater and
recycled water
reuse
opportunities still
being developed
in UMC IWM

Cultural
Flows
discussion

Cultural
Flows
discussion

drainage is
only one
function of
the Merri
system

Key
Issue

(25mins)

What are the key actions?

Who is responsible?

(10mins)

Flooding issues
associated with
the Merri Creek
floodplain

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Spiire has
prepeared there
own indepent
modellign to be
shared with MW

Scenario
testing
against
competing
objectives

understand
the existing
hydrological
consditions

WPA has not
seen the
background
reports

Flooding issues
associated with
the Merri Creek
floodplain

Treatment of Merri
Creek is
unresolved

Melbourne Water has
commissioned an assessment
of waterways and wetlands
within the Beveridge-Wallan
growth corridor. This will
include geomorphology, soil,
flora and fauna, and cultural
heritage along waterways.
Initial findings expected in May
2020, finalisation expected in
September 2020.

Development
Services Scheme
and associated
drainage charges
to be determined

Melbourne Water will work
with VPA to progress the
Woodlands Place DSS,
which encompasses a
wider area but includes
Wallan East. The DSS will
be influenced by timing and
staging of the PSP and
BIFT.

Development
Services Scheme
and associated
drainage charges
to be determined

Activity #2C
Agree

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Issues

(25mins)

Activity #2A

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Treatment and
Drainage corridor
along Merri Creek
to be
determined

Wallan East
achieving CRC
Water Sensitive
City design
principles

Allocating space
within the PSP for
sewer services

Part of Healthy
Waterways
Strategy Upper
Merri Creek
Priority
Stormwater Area

Staging of provision
of sewer
infrastructure will
be
dependent on
staging of the PSP.

Stormwater and
recycled water
reuse
opportunities still
being developed
in UMC IWM

Drainage corridor
along Merri Creek
to be
determined

Develop
DSS

Allocating space
within the PSP for
sewer services

VPA to progress
discussions with
Yarra Valley
Water.

Staging of provision
of sewer
infrastructure will
be
dependent on
staging of the PSP.

VPA to progress
discussions with
Yarra Valley Water
and landowners.

Crosssectional
area

Development
that works in
harmony with
flooding and
drainage
constraints

Part of Healthy
Waterways
Strategy Upper
Merri Creek
Priority
Stormwater Area

Reuse and
infiltration
targets are
proposed for
this area

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.

Step 3 - Finished

(10mins)

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Agree

Agree

Utilising Merri
creek as an
asset to retain
storage
volumes

Incorporating
Aboriginal
Cultural
Heritage
values along the
creek line

acts as a
flood plain
This is contrary
to health
waterways
strategy. Rethink wording

Flood plain
area

Agree

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Opportunities

Investigating the
possibility of
mandating
existing assets
for recycled
water

Integrating aesthetic
and environmental
qualities of Merri
Creek and Herne
Swamp
into residential areas

INSTRUCTIONS

Opportunities Validation

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Agree

CRC for
Water
Sensitive
City design

Undesireable
to use Hern
Swamp

Opportunity to
encourage
high densities
to justify best
practice IWM

(10mins)

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

VPA

Melbourne Water

WPA want to
deliver a high
amenity
waterway

Melbourne Water
and VPA

DSS needs to
address sodic
soils and
Healthy
waterways as
well

Minimise the width
of the waterway
corridor to
maximise density
near the existing
train station

Need to
understand the
high density
around the
station

don't agree with
the wording
'minimise the
width' but agree
competing
objectives need
managing

corridor
needs to
achieve
multiple
things

need to
investigate
presence of
natural wetlands
and restoration
opportunities

Developer
input about
density
commitments

MW and PSP
collaboration

VPA and
Yarra Valley
Water.

VPA, Yarra
Valley Water
and
landowners

Green roof
opportunities
in medium to
high density

Blue Green
spaces
contributing to
resilience and
urban cooling

Pedestrian and
cycle connections
along Merri Creek
to areas north and
south of PSP

VPA IWM
study for
Wallan PSPs
to be
commenced

Improving infiltration
to match
predevelopment will
be tricky with so
much sheet water
normally infiltrating in
the area

Amenity and
regeneration
opportunities
in the area

How can
more than
the BAU be
achieved?

natural wetlands
may offer some
storage
opportunities /
filtering

Melbourne
Water

Upper Merri
Creek IWM
Subcatchment

YVW

Upper Merri
Creek IWM
Subcatchment

Melbourne
Water

VPA

YVW

Melbourne
Water

VPA

Developers
to inform

Mini codesign

Stormwater and
recycled water
reuse
opportunities still
being developed
in Upper Merri
Creek IWM

Stormwater
harvesting project
being kicked off
for greater Wallan
area and the north

Cultural
Flows Upper Merri
Creek

Cultural flow
values yet to
be identified
in the Wallan
area

Alternate water
network is
available other
side of the rail and
provide extension
of the scheme

VPA

Upper Merri
Creek IWM
Subcatchment

Wurundjeri

Activity #2C

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities

Integrating aesthetic
and environmental
qualities of Merri
Creek and Herne
Swamp
into residential areas

Slow going.
Studies a Utilising Merri
Contributingpremature
to creek floodplain as

Healthy
Waterways
Strategy Stormwater
Priority Area

Able to get
meaningful
Integrated Water
Management
outcomes.

Any other opportunities to add?
Contributing to
Healthy
Waterways
Strategy Stormwater
Priority Area

Prioritise Key Opportunities

Mitchell
Shire

Melbourne
Water

(25mins)

What are the key actions?
Yarra Valley Water
investigating
integration of greenblue spaces as part of
the Upper Merri
Creek sub-catchment
plan pilot.

incorporate
into vision
and
objectives of
PSP

Who is responsible?

Historically, the Wallan
East PSP would have
integrated
fundamentally with
the Herne Swamp and
greater Wallan
wetlands

Develop history
and cultural stories
to understand
context of future
development
settings

Yarra Valley
Water

Melbourne
Water

Council

Developers

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Agree

Able to get
meaningful
Integrated
Water
Management
outcomes.

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.

Activity #2B

Assistance
from WPA &
Spiire

Establish a
cost per
hectare

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.

Remediation
to a more
natural stand

Grade.
Effects
erosion

Draft concept
to be
preapred by
MW

Flood modelling
required to
determine
storage
required

Wallan East
achieving CRC
Water Sensitive
City design
principles

Merifield and
a poor
example.
Must learn
from it

Must
understand
the soils

Need to
understan
the BIFT

Set spatial
arrangements

wetland
restoration is
an opportunity

developing a
narrative about
the local area
(nature, history,
culture)

Viewlines and
Volcanic
geology

opportunity to
apply better
management
of sodic soils

Be an
example

an asset to retain
Integrating aesthetic
storage volumes

wetland
restoration is
an opportunity

and environmental
qualities of Merri
Creek and Herne
Swamp
into residential areas

CRC for
Water
developing a
narrative about Sensitive
the local area City design
(nature, history,
culture)
Investigating the
possibility of
mandating
existing assets for
recycled water

opportunity to
apply better
management
of sodic soils

Opportunity to
encourage
high densities
to justify best
practice IWM

Incorporating
Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage
values along the
creek line

Utilising Merri
creek flood plains
as an asset to
retain
storage volumes

Incorporating
Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage
values along the
creek line

Investigating the
possibility of
mandating
existing assets for
recycled water

Able to get
meaningful
Integrated Water
Management
outcomes.

Contributing to
Healthy
Waterways
Strategy Stormwater
Priority Area

Volume of
storage
needs to be
understood

All the
previous
backgroudn
reports

Yarra Valley Water is
working with Wurundjeri
Woi Wurrung Cultural
Heritage Aboriginal
Corporation to develop a
Cultural Flows Assessment
as part of the Upper Merri
Creek sub-catchment plan
pilot.

Co-design
principles
for Caring
for Country

Yarra Valley Water
investigating
opportunities for
non-drinking water
in the area.

VPA will
undertake
study to
explore IWM
opportunities

Amenity and
renaturalisation
of Merri Creek
should be
practical

Incorporate
Water
Sensitive City
design
principles

Stormwater
harvesting and
reuse
opportunities are
contingent on
wider studies

opportunity for
ongoing
engagement in
a way
meaningful to
the RAP

Dependant on which
part of Wurundjeri is
engaged with.
Wurundjeri have a
water unit that is
important to now
engage with

Consideration
of stormwater
harvesting
and reuse

vision and
objectives of
PSP to
address this

Upper Merri
Creek IWM
Subcatchment

VPA IWM
study

Water
Sensitive
City design
principles

Stormwater
infiltration targets
should be possible
to meet or exceed
with potential
floodplain interfaces

Green roof
in higher
density

Urban
cooling and
blue green
spaces

Connection
with creek
network north
and south of
PSP

VPA

Yarra Valley Water
and Wurundjeri Woi
Wurrung Cultural
Heritage Aboriginal
Corporation

Wurundjeri

Yarra Valley
Water

Melbourne
Water

Upper Merri
Creek IWM
Subcatchment

Upper Merri
Creek IWM
Subcatchment

VPA

Developer

Melbourne Water

Theme 3
Managing water in an integrated and sustainable way

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Outline of today
INSTRUCTIONS

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(10mins)

Issues Validation

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Agree

Key Issues
Validation

Activity #1C
Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

Key Issue

Note to
consider a
wider
catchment

Flooding issues
associated with
the Merri Creek
floodplain

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Clarification:
MW
undertaking
modelling.

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Activity #2B
Prioritise Key
Opportunities
(10mins)

(10mins)

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Allocating
space within
the PSP for
sewer services

Agree

Agree

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.
Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Agree

(25mins)

Activity #2A

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Activity #1B

INSTRUCTIONS

(10mins)

Issues Validation

Sewer infrastructure
needs to be extended
from the Wallan
Treatment Plant. The
sewer is not planned
ot be delivered to
2033.

Prioritise Key Issues

Potential impacts of
BIFT and
associated
infrastructure on
the Merri Creek
Flood Plain needs
to be known.

(10mins)

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.
IWM Strategy for
Upper Merri Creek
needs to be
Staging of provision
finalised, inclusive
of sewer
of a confirmed
infrastructure will
Flooding
issues of
Retention
funding stream.
be
associated
with
existing
dependent on
thedownstream
Merri Creek flood
staging of the PSP.Treatment of Merri
floodplain
storage (within
Creek
is
Wallan East Part 2
Drainage
corridor
unresolved
and Northern
along Merri Creek
Freight)
to be
determined
Development

If we know what is
happening to the PSP to
the south the sewer
could be constructed
through that PSP area otherwise it will need to
be close to the rail line.

Potential impacts of
BIFT and
associated
infrastructure on
the Merri Creek
Flood Plain needs
to be known.

Consideration
of the impacts
of Herne
Swamp.

interface between
Merri Creek and
potential areas of
development, noting
the want for higher
density development
types.

Development
Allocating space
Services Scheme
within the PSP for
and associated
sewer services
drainage charges
to be determined
IWM Strategy for
Upper Merri Creek
needs to be
finalised, inclusive
of a confirmed
funding stream.

Activity #2C
Agree

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

Any other issues to add?

Development
Services Scheme
and associated
drainage charges
to be determined

(25mins)

Potential impacts of
BIFT and
associated
infrastructure on
the Merri Creek
Flood Plain needs
to be known.

Agree

Drainage
corridor
along Merri
Creek to be
determined

Finish

Development
interface between
Merri Creek and
potential areas of
development, noting
the want for higher
density development
types.

Retention of
existing
downstream flood
storage (within
Wallan East Part 2
and Northern
Freight)

(25mins)

Key
Issue

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Activity #1B

Staging of
provision of sewer
infrastructure will
be
dependent on
staging of the PSP.

Treatment of
Merri Creek is
unresolved

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Introduction

Activity #1A

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

IWM Strategy for
Upper Merri Creek
needs to be
finalised, inclusive
of a confirmed
funding stream.

What are the key actions?

Flooding issues
associated with
the Merri Creek
floodplain

Finalise flood
mapping of
Merri Creek
Floodplain
(MW)

Provide clarity
on BIFT (DoT) understand
potential
impacts

Treatment of Merri
Creek is
unresolved

Melbourne Water has
commissioned an assessment
of waterways and wetlands
within the Beveridge-Wallan
growth corridor. This will
include geomorphology, soil,
flora and fauna, and cultural
heritage along waterways.
Initial findings expected in May
2020, finalisation expected in
September 2020.

Development
Services Scheme
and associated
drainage charges
to be determined

Melbourne Water will work
with VPA to progress the
Woodlands Place DSS,
which encompasses a
wider area but includes
Wallan East. The DSS will
be influenced by timing and
staging of the PSP and
BIFT.

Drainage corridor
along Merri Creek
to be
determined

Melbourne
Water and
DOT

Finalise flood
mapping of
Merri Creek
Floodplain
(MW)

VPA to progress
discussions with
Yarra Valley Water
and landowners.

Secondary
responsible
parties: VPA
and Council and
Whiteman/Spiire

Secondary VPA and
council - IWM
Fourum

Primary MW

liaise with DOT,
victrack and
Melbourne water
re infrastructure will need
information from
these agencies

Staging of provision
of sewer
infrastructure will
be
dependent on
staging of the PSP.

Council

Upper Merri
Creek
floodplain
(YVW)

Finalise IWM
(IWM Forum)
and Cultural
Flows
Assessment.

VPA to progress
discussions with
Yarra Valley
Water.

YVW

Melbourne Water
is primary
and VPA
entity

Note: ties in
with the first
three
actions

Allocating space
within the PSP for
sewer services

Council

Melbourne Water

Consideration
of the impacts
of Herne
Swamp.

depends on
land on
south and
DOT

Who is responsible?

DoT,
VicTrack,
Melbourne
Water

VPA and
Yarra Valley
Water.

DoT,
VicTrack,
Melbourne
Water

VPA, Yarra
Valley Water
and
landowners

Determination
of intent of
Wallan East
Part 2.

Take the level of
Wallan-Whittlesea
Road and its impacts
to water flows into
consideration.
Espacially when
upgrades will be
designed

Retention of
existing
Links in with
downstream flood
IWM and first
storage (within issue related
Wallan East Part 2 to flooding.
and Northern
Freight)
Development
interface between
Merri Creek and
potential areas of
development, noting
the want for higher
density development
types.

Determine
types of yields
being proposed
along Merri
Creek.

Consideration
of the impacts
of Herne
Swamp.

development
of
appropriate
cross
sections

Melbourne Water
finalisation of
waterway values
assessment for
northern growth
corridor (currently
undertaken)

Note: VPA has been
working with DELWP
and CRC - being
finalised now. Might
inform the PSP when
findings are
circulated.

Primary Melbourne
water, council
and VPA

Secondary/ongoing
action: Finalisation
of other works
(council/YVW) if
there are separate
projects. Glenelg
Trust.

engagement
with DEWLP
re parkland

Primary:
Melbourne
Water/DELWP
(re biodiversity
outcomes(

Resolution of outfall
through Yarra Valley
Water land. Permit
requirement for
Wallara Waters
Phase 2.

Secondary:
spiire and
whiteman,
DELWP, YVW

Secondary:
YVW and
Council and
Traditional
Owners.

teritary landowners
and qube +
landowners

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.

Step 3 - Finished

(10mins)

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Agree

Agree
Wider flood
plain storage
to be
considered

of the wider
catchment

Incorporating
Aboriginal
Cultural
Heritage
values along the
creek line

Key Opportunities

Investigating the
possibility of
mandating
existing assets
for recycled
water

Integrating aesthetic
and environmental
qualities of Merri
Creek and Herne
Swamp
into residential areas

Utilising Merri
creek as an
asset to retain
storage
volumes
In the context

Think the
opportunites for the
Creek are wider
then storage
volumes (linked to
opportunity #1)

Risks to enviro
values/amenity
if used in this
way?

Able to get
meaningful
Integrated
Water
Management
outcomes.

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Risk: CHMP and field
assestments under
COVID-19
restrictions have
really slowed down
in the last months.

Possibility of
re-use for the
collected storm
water within
the PSP

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Agree
Not relevant
for this
precinct (YVW
clarified)

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Activity #2B

Prioritise Key Opportunities
As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

Possibility of
Able to get
Incorporating
re-use for the
meaningful
Aboriginal Cultural
Heritagecollected storm Integrated Water
Management
values along the
water within
outcomes.
creek line
Integrating aesthetic
and environmental
qualities of Merri
Creek and Herne
Swamp
into residential areas

Agree
Clear strategy
and funding
mechanism to
be determined.

IWM outcomes must be
repeatable (to other PSP) and
be able to be maintained by
council or retailer, i.e.
something placed here can be
replicated - can be easily
implemented and maintained practical outcomes in everyone
constraints

Activity #2C

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities

Integrating aesthetic
and environmental
qualities of Merri
Creek and Herne
Swamp
into residential areas

(10mins)

the PSP

Any other opportunities to add?

Agree

INSTRUCTIONS

Opportunities Validation

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.

(25mins)

What are the key actions?
Yarra Valley Water
investigating
integration of greenblue spaces as part of
the Upper Merri
Creek sub-catchment
plan pilot.

Engage
Traditional
Owners (if
not already)

Who is responsible?

Yarra Valley
Water

Secondary
stakeholders:
Traditional Owners
and YVW (cultural
flows assessment)

VPA - shaping
up place based
place in
response to
YVW work

Investigating the
possibility of
mandating
existing assets for
recycled water

Utilising Merri
creek as an asset
to retain
storage volumes

Resolution of
Merri Creek
flood modelling
and creation of
DSS.

Secondary:
Determination
of future BIFT
outcome.

Primary: MW

Secondary:
DoT, council,
VPA

maintenance
of IWM
assets should
be
considered

Utilising Merri
creek as an asset
to retain
storage volumes

Incorporating
Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage
values along the
creek line

Investigating the
possibility of
mandating
existing assets for
recycled water

Able to get
meaningful
Integrated Water
Management
outcomes.

Possibility of
re-use for the
collected storm
water within
the PSP

Yarra Valley Water is
working with Wurundjeri
Woi Wurrung Cultural
Heritage Aboriginal
Corporation to develop a
Cultural Flows Assessment
as part of the Upper Merri
Creek sub-catchment plan
pilot.

Yarra Valley Water
and Wurundjeri Woi
Wurrung Cultural
Heritage Aboriginal
Corporation

Understanding
Cultural
Heritage
Outcomes

Yarra Valley Water
investigating
opportunities for
non-drinking water
in the area.

Area to be
mandated
as
residential.

YVW Upper
Merri Creek
subcatchment
pilot - ongoing
work that can
inform the PSP.

DELWP to
provide
research
findings with
CRC when
finalised.

Engagement
with
landowners &
development
partners

Feasibility
assessment?
What are the
next steps of
the IWM forum?

Determination of
Land take if
required (tie -in
with existing
creeks and
drainage infra)

Council and/or
VPA to engage
with traditional
owners

Yarra Valley
Water

YVW.

Primary:
YVW

DELWP

Primary: MW

MW

Landowners
and
development
partners

VPA and
state gov
(DHHS)
assistance

Theme 3
Managing water in an integrated and sustainable way

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
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INSTRUCTIONS

Outline of today
INSTRUCTIONS

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Activity #1 - Key Issues

(10mins)

Issues Validation

Issues Validation

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(10mins)

Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Activity #1B

Activity #2A

Activity #2B

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities
(10mins)

(10mins)

Closely
aligned to
issue 4

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

depends on
what space
i.e. WWTP or
branch
sewers

Agree

Floodplain
storages to be
maintained in
each section of
floodplain

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

Any other issues to add?

Development
Services Scheme
and associated
drainage charges
to be determined

(25mins)

Finish

Do YVW have
discharge
licence
issues?

Treatment
capcity of
existing
WWTP?

Agree

Drainage
corridor
along Merri
Creek to be
determined

Cost and
difficulty in
Development
crossing of gas
Services Scheme main - who pays,
and associated
minimise these
drainage charges
crossings

Cost and
difficulty in
crossing of gas
main - who pays,
minimise these
crossings

Understanding
associated
flood mitigation
pre and post
development

Who is responsible?

Depending on
the outcomes
of biodiversity
retention areas

understand
impacts on flat
topography of
low lying land

Treatment of Merri
Creek is
unresolved

Melbourne Water has
commissioned an assessment
of waterways and wetlands
within the Beveridge-Wallan
growth corridor. This will
include geomorphology, soil,
flora and fauna, and cultural
heritage along waterways.
Initial findings expected in May
2020, finalisation expected in
September 2020.

Development
Services Scheme
and associated
drainage charges
to be determined

Melbourne Water will work
with VPA to progress the
Woodlands Place DSS,
which encompasses a
wider area but includes
Wallan East. The DSS will
be influenced by timing and
staging of the PSP and
BIFT.

Drainage
outfalls

to be determined

Resolving the
issues of
competing
interest in
alternate water
types

Treatment
capcity of
existing
WWTP?

Floodplain
storages to be
maintained in
each section of
floodplain
Resolving the
issues of
competing
interest in
alternate water
types

Flooding issues
associated with
the Merri Creek
floodplain

Treatment of Merri
Creek is
unresolved

Staging of provision
of sewer
infrastructure will
be
dependent on
staging of the PSP.

Activity #2C
Agree

Flooding issues
associated with
the Merri Creek
floodplain

Drainage corridor
along Merri Creek
to be
determined

Developers
control large
part of precinct
give opportunity
for staging

Staging of
provision of sewer
infrastructure will
be
dependent on
staging of the PSP.

Treatment of
Merri Creek is
unresolved

What are the key actions?

(10mins)

Allocating space
within the PSP for
sewer services

Agree

Key
Issue

(25mins)

Prioritise Key Issues

(25mins)

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

VPA / MW

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Agree

Allocating
space within
the PSP for
sewer services

Flooding issues
associated with
the Merri Creek
floodplain

Activity #1C

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

Agree

Key Issues
Validation

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Activity #1B

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Introduction

Activity #1A

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Do YVW have
discharge
licence
issues?

Drainage corridor
along Merri Creek
to be
determined

Determine the
hydraulic width
and vegetation
in cross section
of waterway.

Allocating space
within the PSP for
sewer services

VPA to progress
discussions with
Yarra Valley
Water.

Staging of provision
of sewer
infrastructure will
be
dependent on
staging of the PSP.

VPA to progress
discussions with
Yarra Valley Water
and landowners.

Drainage
outfalls

Resolving the
issues of
competing
interest in
alternate water
types

Understanding
if it can
reconstructed
realigned

Do we
include IWM
initiatives into
the DSS

Understand the
buffer risks,
HSR,
Conservation
area, MW flood
buffers

Understanding the
broader branch
infrastrucutre to
service this psp and
align with other
infrastrucutre

VPA and
Yarra Valley
Water.

Land take for
pump station,
identification of
land take for
infrastrucutre
needs

Sewer staging
will be helped
by formal
partnership of
the land owners

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.

Step 3 - Finished

(10mins)

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Agree
With suitable
buffers for
protecting
enviro values

Integrating aesthetic
and environmental
qualities of Merri
Creek and Herne
Swamp
into residential areas

Utilising Merri
creek as an
asset to retain
storage
volumes

Incorporating
Aboriginal
Cultural
Heritage
values along the
creek line

Investigating the
possibility of
mandating
existing assets
for recycled
water

how Herne
Swamp
works with
this precinct

Agree
buffers

Agree
we need to
understand the
background
report
information

Identify
values
instead of
incorporate

Utilisation of
flood plain for
flood storage
(not jsut merri
creek)

Strong
discussions
with DELWP
at IWM
Forums

Key Opportunities

Ability to integrate
other water quality
and flood mitigation
assets along the
floodplain is
important

Able to get
meaningful
Integrated
Water
Management
outcomes.

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Agree
Unsure what
exactly this
point means

Prioritise Key Opportunities

VPA,
Council and
Land
owners

Consistency in
policy
between
agencies,
need to align

Coordination
in long term
strategic
planning

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

Agree

Vague question meaningful
integration and
optomisation
between water
services in
important

cost
effective
IWM
outcomes

MW

Council,
YVW, MW

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities

Integrating aesthetic
and environmental
qualities of Merri
Creek and Herne
Swamp
into residential areas

(10mins)

land
Owners
(WPA)

Activity #2C

Activity #2B

(25mins)

What are the key actions?
Yarra Valley Water
investigating
integration of greenblue spaces as part of
the Upper Merri
Creek sub-catchment
plan pilot.

Reflect on enviro
studies from VPA
to support values
identified abd
build into
planning

Who is responsible?

Build
connections to
Regional Park,
waterways etc

Yarra Valley
Water

VPA, MW

Council

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

needs
clarification/
reword

Any other opportunities to add?
Use of smart
technology to
improve efficiency
of water
management
throughout system

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

INSTRUCTIONS

VPA, Yarra
Valley Water
and
landowners

Consultation with
land owners for
both the precinct
and down stream,
key government
agencys (MW,
DELWP)

Between the
agencies to
understand the
different levels of
importance for all
aspcts of water
management

Melbourne Water
and VPA

MW, Some
council
influence,
DELWP (GGF)

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.

Sodic soil
testing and
gaps in the
study

VPA to
undertake
IWM study

Similar to
issue 2

MW need to
undersand
implication for
downstream
land owners

Melbourne Water

Investigating the
possibility of
mandating
existing assets for
recycled water

How incoproate
targets from Healthy
Waterways Strategy
to get harvesting and
infrilatration solutions

Understanding if
Healthy waterways
will be a driver in
how we manage
waterways and
IWM

Integrating aesthetic
and environmental
qualities of Merri
Creek and Herne
Swamp
into residential areas

Recognition of
Herne Swamp
further
downstream

Use of smart
technology to
improve
efficiency of
water
management

Incorporating
Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage
values along the
creek line

Utilising Merri
creek as an asset
to retain
storage volumes

Can improve
definition

Utilising Merri
creek as an asset
to retain
storage volumes

Balance between
storage in creek
and filling of
surrounding
land

Need to
understand
minimum corridor
width required to
achieve existing
storage volume
occuring now

MW, VPA

Landowners

Identifying*

Able to get
meaningful
Integrated Water
Management
outcomes.

Incorporating
Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage
values along the
creek line

Investigating the
possibility of
mandating
existing assets for
recycled water

Able to get
meaningful
Integrated Water
Management
outcomes.

Use of smart
technology to
improve efficiency
of water
management
throughout system

Yarra Valley Water is
working with Wurundjeri
Woi Wurrung Cultural
Heritage Aboriginal
Corporation to develop a
Cultural Flows Assessment
as part of the Upper Merri
Creek sub-catchment plan
pilot.

Clarification on
what values are
identified to
understand how to
incorporate values
moving forward

Yarra Valley Water
investigating
opportunities for
non-drinking water
in the area.

VPA
undertaking
IWM
background
studies

Understanding
key
Understanding
drivers
to alternate
key drivers
to
water you can use what
alternate
volume reduction,
water means
financial
viability
etc PSP
for the

Consistency
between
agencies on
policy

understand the
potential of using
technology brainstorm
opportunities to
precinct

It would be good
to have a prior
understanding to
agency studies/
issues within the
area

VPA
finalizing
background
reports

Once Cultural
heritage values
defined can
contribute to
sense of place
for PSP

Consideration of
surrounding inputs,
infrastructure
requirements,
services to Wallan
East - do we need
land provision for this

Coordination
of long term
planning with
variaus key
stakeholders

Understand
benefits that
smart
technology can
have in this
space

Need to define
what meaninful
IWM is and
define inputs to
surrounding
area

Yarra Valley Water
and Wurundjeri Woi
Wurrung Cultural
Heritage Aboriginal
Corporation

Yarra Valley
Water

VPA/Council

MW, YVW
and
Developers

VPA - IWM
study

MW & YVW
& DELWP

Theme 4
Supporting transit oriented development around future Wallan Station

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Theme 4
Supporting transit oriented
development around future
Wallan Station

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Outline of today

(10mins)

Issues Validation

Issues Validation

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Introduction

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Agree

Don't disagree:
Depends on Metro
services / V-Line
services / High
Speed Rail and
ARTC (Freight) rail
requirements

Configuration of
the train station is
unresolved

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Configuration will
depend on road over
rail / rail over road
decision for Watson
Street / WallanWhittlesea Road
grade seperation

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

(25mins)

Key
Issue

What are the key actions?

Prioritise Key Issues
(5mins)

Council to appoint
consultant to
design concept,
then seek
engagement from
DOT

Configuration of
the train station is
unresolved

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Understanding
if rail line can
be raised

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Potential stabling
of Wallan train line
and
implications on
PSP is unresolved

Agree

Yet to resolve
pedestrian
connections
across
the train line.

Activity #1B

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Configuration of
the train station is
unresolved

Yet to resolve
pedestrian
connections
across
the train line.

Car parking
around the train
station is
unresolved

Potential stabling
of Wallan train line
and
implications on
PSP is unresolved

Decide if this
can or can't
be resolved
within the
PSP

Seperate
discussion to
establish a
buffer before
co-design

Some Clarity
to come from
BIFT and
inland rail

Must resolve
the land take or
a way to
establish buffer
an area.

Seek highlevel
policy
statement from
the deputy of
DoT

Led by DOT, and
progress
discussion with
VPA, Council
and DOT

DoT to meeting
internally to
discussion
before VPA
workshop

Who is responsible?

Council,
DoT, VPA

VicTrack to
Support DoT

Vline, MTM

ARTC,
Regional
Rails
Victoria

DOT, VPA,
Victrak

7.1 m
clearence

Activity #1A

Activity #1B

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(5mins)

Activity #1C

Agree
Potential stabling
of Wallan train line
and
implications on
PSP is unresolved

Key Issues Action +
Responsibility
(25mins)

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Activity #2A

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

(5mins)

(5mins)

Any other issues to add?

Car parking
around the
train station
is
unresolved

220 current
formal car
parks

Identifying amenity
issues arising from
road / rail activities
(opportunities to
mitigation / resolve
/ avoid)

Agree

Car parking
around the train
station is
unresolved

Would be good to
have joined
understanding of
amount neccessary
in the future: 2030 2040 - 2050 - 2060

Yet to resolve
pedestrian
connections
across
the train line

Identifying amenity
issues arising from
road / rail activities
(opportunities to
mitigation / resolve
/ avoid)

(20mins)

Consideration
of multi-level

linked to
resolving the
type and form
of the
trainstation

Rail corridor
area at least
for the
beginning

Council
currently
preparing
Station Street
masterplan

Seperate 1.
need for Rail
vs 2. Amenity
buffers

Link to the
configuration
of the train
station

DOT, council

Focused
discussion
following
review of the
masterplan

VicTrack/rail
opperators not
supportive of
noise walls.
Preference for
landscape buffer

DOT,
Council

Expert acoustic
reports need to
be prepared to
establish potential
buffers and
mitigation

Consider land
use buffers (e.g.
commercial /
open space
near rail)

Finish

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.

Step 3 - Finished

(5mins)

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree
Future residents to
walk to Wallan
station,
particularly in the
400m walkable
catchment

Wallan station
will draw people
from immediate
surrounds,
serving Wallan
and Beveridge

400 m or
800m?

Funding already
provided for
train station
master
plan

Generating activity
around the station,
particularly
higher densities
and mixed use
developments

Agree

Agree

Wallan East to
provide a sense
of arrival into
Melbourne from
the north

Funding for the
master plan may be
secured - but what
about the
construction of the
station (this will be
much greater

Although outside
the PSP what
uses are
propsoed to the
west of the
station?

Agree - do we
have any
comparable
exambles to the
west, east and
south?

Any other opportunities to add?
incorporating
noise
attenuation
into the built
form

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Williams Landing
- Target Office -->
that can be
achieved here as
well

Agree

Agree

INSTRUCTIONS

Opportunities Validation

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.

Should consider
commercial uses
around the station less susceptible to
to rail noise

Medium density housing is
only just viable in inner city
areas - is it realistic
economically to have higher
res densities in the periurban? Culturally, isit realistic
that the market will want
higher densities in the periurban (controversial i know
but realistic!)

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #2B

Prioritise Key Opportunities
As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

Generating activity
Future residents to around the station,
particularly
walk to Wallan
incorporating
higher densities
station,
and mixed use noise
particularly in the
developments
400m walkable
attenuation
catchment

Wallan station will
draw people from
immediate
surrounds, serving
Wallan and
Beveridge

into the built
form

Funding already
provided for train
station master
plan

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities
Future residents to
walk to Wallan
station,
particularly in the
400m walkable
catchment

(5mins)

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Activity #2C

Wallan East to
provide a sense of
arrival into
Melbourne from
the north

Wallan station will
draw people from
immediate
surrounds,
serving Wallan
and Beveridge

Funding already
provided for train
station master
plan

(20mins)

What are the key actions?

Clarity on 400
m or 800 m -->
20 minute
neighborhood
policy would
suggest 800?

Who is responsible?

Comes down to a
good design
including crossing
points for the Merri
Creek - Future Urban
Structure Questions

Determine catchment:
MSC - ITS says 300 car
spaces needed in 2060.
Insanely high number,
would like to see it lower,
but need to start the
conversation
somewhere.

DOT to
respond to
design
prepared

PAynes
Road PSP
Example

Generating activity
around the station,
particularly
higher densities
and mixed use
developments

Wallan East to
provide a sense
of arrival into
Melbourne from
the north

incorporating
noise
attenuation
into the built
form

Provide a well
designed train
station which
can encourage
appropriate
uses

Really links into visual
impact from train line to
PSP: are we going to
have a noise wall or an
elevated rail from which
you can see high quality
mixed use
developments?

(Train) noise comes
from the wheels:
Therefore a (low)
noise barrier close to
the tracks is more
effective then a big on
on the property
boundary.

LXRP have a
library of
great urban
design
outcomes

OVGA?
guidance on
car park
design

Push for
greater
landscaping
in car parks

Council &
VPA

Theme 4
Supporting transit oriented development around future Wallan Station

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Theme 4
Supporting transit oriented
development around future
Wallan Station

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Key Issues Validation

Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

Configuration of
the train station is
unresolved

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(10mins)

(5mins)

Activity #1C

Agree
Potential stabling
of Wallan train line
and
implications on
PSP is unresolved

Key Issues Action +
Responsibility
(25mins)

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Activity #2A

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

(5mins)

(5mins)

(10mins)

Issues Validation

Agree

Activity #1B

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Issues Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.

Introduction

Activity #1A

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1A

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Outline of today

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Car parking
around the
train station
is
unresolved

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Key Issue

Agree

Yet to resolve
pedestrian
connections
across
the train line.

Council
beginning to test
opportunities
around station

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Important to
minimise any
potential impacts
to the Merri
Creek Flood
Plain

This is also a
consideration in
council's train station
master plan - where
to locate stabling
yards (500-800m
from train station)

Station street
precinct (approx
1000 residents)
may need access
into the Wallan
East precinct.

No firm decision
at the moment
about location of
stabling yards.

Configuration of
the train station is
unresolved

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.
Grade
seperation of
WallanWhittlesea Rd
(related to train
station design)
Car parking
around the train
station is
unresolved

Configuration of
the train station is
unresolved

Potential stabling
of Wallan train line
and
implications on
PSP is unresolved

Potential stabling
of Wallan train line
and
implications on
PSP is unresolved

Funding for Watson
Street ramps has
been approved.
(was previously an
issue - now
resolved).

What are the key actions?

Station street
precinct (approx
1000 residents)
may need access
into the Wallan
East precinct.

Yet to resolve
pedestrian
connections
across
the train line.

Primary access will be
Watson Street. But
from a local access
point of view Kelby
Lane will serve as an
important connection.

Car parking
around the train
station is
unresolved

Important to
minimise any
potential impacts
to the Merri
Creek Flood
Plain

Yet to resolve
pedestrian
connections
across
the train line

This station will be at
the end of electrified
services, therefore
park and ride will be
critical for this station.

DoT has preliminary
concepts for road
over rail option. But
regardless of option,
interim options will
need to be
considered.

(20mins)

Finish

Change to Wallan
Whittlesea Road will
impact drainage.
Development typology
on western side of Merri
Creek will need to
consider interface and
treatment of creek.

Confirming
capacity of
bus
networks.

Further
guidance on
DoT on ultimate
demand for
services.

Function of inland
freight route will
impact station
upgrade and grade
seperation of rail
iine

DoT to work
with council
about
configuration
and location of
stabling yards.

Biodiversity issues and
grade separation might
constrain car parking.
Biodiversity constraints
to be clarified by VPA.
Grade separation issue
resolution pathway as
below.

Determine
car parking
provision and
location.

Cost and
timing of
interrelated
projects.

Need iterim design/
options for wallan
whittlesea rd due to
complexity if grade
seperation decision
is not made

Grade separation
of WallanWhittlesea Rd
(related to train
station design)

Cost and
timing of
interrelated
projects.

Master plan timing:
Expect north of local
activity centre (21 Station Council just undertook
early consultation with
Street) to be mainly
landowners in early
residential. South side
(between activity centre
August. Expect to
and Wallan Whittlesea
formally consult at end
Road) might have
of 2020, hoping to
potential for
approve sometime early
community/mixed uses.
2021.

Station street
precinct (approx
1000 residents)
may need access
into the Wallan
East precinct.

Concept for KElby
lane access and high
level costing to be
done as priority - if
feasible can look at
funding options - 1x
full rd access 1x active
access only

Primary access will be
Watson Street. But
from a local access
point of view Kelby
Lane will serve as an
important connection.

Who is responsible?

Further clarity on timing
of proposed station
upgrade, electrification,
stabling - how it
interacts with inland rail,
potential freight
network for BIFT
access. (DoT)

(5mins)

Pedestrian crossings
into Wallan East Part 1
muse appropriately
address the interface
with Merri Creek Flood
Plan

Grade
seperation of
WallanWhittlesea Rd
(related to train
station design)

Key
Issue

(25mins)

Prioritise Key Issues

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Any other issues to add?

location of
stabling yards
important to
impact on PSP

Agree

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

Activity #1B

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Understanding
feasibility/cost of
options. If can't be
funded by ICP,
finding an
alternative funding
source.

VPA to
continue to
engage with
DoT.

Linking detinations
with rail crossing
points - finding
optimal routes
between precincts

VPA to
continue to
engage with
DoT.

Lesser
acquisition if
road at
grade

4-6 story
developments
south of 21 station
st as well as other
commercial uses

important
connectivity to
wallan east and
links to
community
infrastructure

Landowners
hesitant for too
much of Kelby
Lane to be funded
by ICP as this will
impact feasibility.

Covered in
previous
topics

Car parking on western side of
station is the best option only if
grade separation is rail over
road. Otherwise will have to
locate car parking on eastern
side. Road over rail is the
cheapest option but there are
other issues associated with
that (e.g. land take).

Parking
numbers will
be quite high
location will
be imporant

Locating
pedestrian
crossings to
service areas

If Road over Rail:
substantial land
acquisition - will
impact PSP. Nearest
access on west side
will be commercial
drive and wallara
waters boulevard.

ensure
precincts are
complimentary
and
connected

Fragmented
land
ownership to
be
considered

DoT/council:
strategic
justification will
improve chances
of securing
funding.

Council

Lead
agency: DoT

Council

Council/DoT

VPA

Lead: DoT

Really important
to resolve this
issue early**
critical impact on
related issues

Somewhat different
offerings in precincts community facilities
should be central to
communities - need
todetermine if DET etc
is needed

DoT - Lead
agency to
coordinate with
other entities
e.g. ARTC

Infrastructure
Australia, State
transport
agencies,
Council, VPA

Lead: DoT

Infrastructure
Australia, State
transport
agencies,
Council, VPA

Council

VPA

Lead:
DoT/VPA

VPA

Federal
Departments
and agencies

Developers

Council,
Landowners

Ensure consistent
communication
with DOT VPA
council and
developers to
ensure we are in
the loop

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.

Step 3 - Finished

(5mins)

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Key Opportunities

Agree
Generating activity
around the station,
particularly
higher densities
and mixed use
developments

Future residents to
walk to Wallan
station,
particularly in the
400m walkable
catchment

Wallan station
will draw people
from immediate
surrounds,
serving Wallan
and Beveridge
Inland rail
has its own
dedicated
gauge line.

Agree

Agree

Funding already
provided for
train station
master
plan

Not sure
Not so much from
why this is
Beveridge more
sohere
surrounding
for
areas of Wallan
transport

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree

Wallan East to
provide a sense
of arrival into
Melbourne from
the north

Any other opportunities to add?
Active transport as
an asset in Wallan
East along green
corridors and
connecting to
other precincts

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.
Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #2B

Prioritise Key Opportunities

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities
Future residents to
walk to Wallan
station,
particularly in the
400m walkable
catchment

(5mins)

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

(20mins)

What are the key actions?

Wondeful
opportunity to
maximise the asset
of an existing
statiion. rareley do
you have station
already operating

Provide active
transport links
throughout the
PSP to connect
to the station

Who is responsible?

DOT/
Council/
VPA

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Agree
Beveridge Station
developed as part
of electrification/
Lockerby project

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #2C

Wallan station will
draw people from
immediate
surrounds, serving
Wallan and
Beveridge

Active transport as
an asset in Wallan
East along green
corridors and
Funding already
connecting
to to
Future
residents
provided for train
other
precincts
walk
to Wallan
station master
station,
plan
particularly in the
400m walkable
catchment

Wallan station will
draw people from
immediate
surrounds,
serving Wallan
and Beveridge

Determine station
access
requirementPPTN
and ped

car park
capacity

Dot/council

Generating activity
around the station,
particularly
higher densities
and mixed use
developments

Wallan East to
provide a sense of
arrival into
Melbourne from
the north

Funding already
provided for train
station master
plan

Generating activity
around the station,
particularly
higher densities
and mixed use
developments

Wallan East to
provide a sense
of arrival into
Melbourne from
the north

Active transport as
an asset in Wallan
East along green
corridors and
connecting to
other precincts

Council continue
to progress the
masterplan and
consult relevant
parties.

Council

DoT/ VPA/
landowners

Great
opportunity
for density &
affordable
housing

Council to
explore
opportunities
for this in
master plan.

Investigate
this as part of
transport
work in PSP
process.

Council

VPA/ DoT

Water
authorities?

Theme 5
Contributing to the Local Economy

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Theme 5
Contributing to the Local
Economy

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(5mins)

(5mins)

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.

(5mins)

Issues Validation
Key Issue

Uncertainty around
the ultimate future
land use to the
south of Wallan
Whittlesea Road

(5mins)

Uncertainty around
the ultimate future
land use to the
south of Wallan
Whittlesea Road

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Issue

Agree

Activity centre west
of the train station
has been approved,
and another is
planned in Wallara
Waters.

Agree

Improve
quality,
orientation

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Wallara Waters
Development Plan
approval is from
2011 Almost 10
years old. Should
be revised.

Activity centre west
of the train station
has been approved,
and another is
planned in Wallara
Waters

will be delivered
beginning in 2021.
Serving rail
commuters,
discounted rent till
Wallan East is
released

Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

Impact of the rail
and interface
with that and the
LX, the amenity,
etc.

Impact of rail
operation and
stabling on the
amenity and
area on Active
areas

Agree
Uncertainty around
the status of BIFT,
including specific
location, footprint,
access and timing

Any other issues to add?
Agree - this
affects drainage
modelling for
Wallan East PSP

Impact of rail
operation on
the amenity
on Active
areas

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Who is responsible?

Plan for the
BIFT in it
ultimate
form

DoT

Will a Town
Centre in
W.E PSP be
viable?

Uncertainty around
the status of BIFT,
including specific
location, footprint,
access and timing

Will a Town
Centre in
W.E PSP be
viable?

Uncertainty
Uncertainty around
around the
Just
We now
the not
status of BIFT,
near the
including specific ultimate future understand
station itself
the ramps
land
use
to
the
location, footprint,
access and timing south of Wallan
Whittlesea Road
Resolve

Activity centre west
of the train station
has been approved,
and another is
planned in Wallara
Waters

atleast the
draiange

Wallara Waters Approved Development Plan (2011)
Future Retail:
8.64 hectare
Supermarket:
8400 sqm.
Discount Department Store: 6500 sqm.
Mini Major:
1500 sqm.
Retail:
5860 sqm.
Café:
360 sqm.
Restricted retail: 1,000 sqm.
Office
800 sqm.
Gymnasium
800 sqm.
Hotel / Motel
12,010 sqm.
Medical Centre
3,180 sqm.
Childcare Centre 2,802 sqm.
Commercial Site (1) 6,776 sqm.
Commercial Site (2) 9,665 sqm.
Community Uses 16,588 sqm.
21 Station Street Approved Planning Application (2019):
Retail
1,955 sqm.
- of which supermarket 1,200 sqm.

Impact of rail
operation and
stabling on the
amenity and
area on Active
areas

Tavern
692 sqm.
Child Care Centre 626 sqm

Activity #2A

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

(5mins)

What are the key actions?

Impacted
by the rail

Activity #1C

(15mins)

(5mins)

Key
Issue

(15mins)

Prioritise Key Issues

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Issues Validation

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Activity #1B

Key Issues Validation

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Activity #1A

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Activity #1A

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Introduction

Activity #1B

INSTRUCTIONS

INSTRUCTIONS

Outline of today

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

VPA
undertaking
an economic
study

Information
from WPA
and COundcil
to into reprot

Separate
discussion
with VicTrack
and DoT

VPA

Plan to
locate open
space and

VicTrack
and DoT

Will a Town
Centre in W.E PSP
be viable?

(10mins)

Finish

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.
Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Finished

Activity #2B

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.

(5mins)

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Key Opportunities

Connecting
residents within the
precinct
to future town
centre west of
Wallan
train station

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Agree

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Any other opportunities to add?
Commercial can
establish early
with just the rail
commuter
catchment

Capitalising on the
accessibililty to
create space for
employment uses
(e.g. small office,
medic suites, etc.)

Locate offices
and other
employment
near the
railway

Opportunity for
supporting
complementary
uses to BIFT

Prioritise Key Opportunities
(5mins)

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

Activity #2C

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities
Connecting
residents within the
precinct
to future town
centre west of
Wallan
train station

(10mins)

What are the key actions?

Make sure
that there is
pedestrian
access

Progress the
station and
precicnt
masterplan
(Council have
prepared with
MGS)

Who is responsible?

Council,
VPA, DoT,
VicTrack

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Connecting
residents within the
precinct
to future town
centre west of
Wallan
train station.

Locate offices
and other
employment
near the
railway

Commercial can
establish early
with just the rail
commuter
catchment

Capitalising on the
accessibililty to
create space for
employment uses
(e.g. small office,
medic suites, etc.)

Opportunity for
supporting
complementary
uses to BIFT

Design ground
level for adaptive
commercial space
and flexible uses
(allow market to
decide)

Economic
Study

Economic
Study

Economic
Study

Economic
Study

Look into the
area that this
would be
appropriate
for

Look into car
parking
dispensations

VPA

VPA

VPA

VPA DoT

Developer,
VPA

Theme 6
Encouraging Sustainable and Responsive Development Outcomes

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Theme 6
Encouraging Sustainable and
Responsive Development
Outcomes

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Key Issues Validation

Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Key Issue

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Interface between
future residential
and
rural land to the
north and east

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Key Issues
Validation

Prioritise Key
Issues

(5mins)

(5mins)

(5mins)

Issues Validation

Agree

Activity #1B

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Issues Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.

Introduction

Activity #1A

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1A

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Outline of today

Activity #1C

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Key Issue

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Acknowledgement
of rural farm and
environmental
values.

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.
Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Agree

Non residential
uses may have
to be
located outside
the gas pipeline
buffer(s)

Activity #1B
(5mins)

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Non residential
uses may have to
be
located outside
the gas pipeline
buffer(s)

Build in
separation
distances. Need
to understand the
farming uses

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

(5mins)

(5mins)

(15mins)

What are the key actions?

Who is responsible?

Land use
audit responsibility
of the agent
of change

Build in separation
distances. Need
to understand the
farming uses

off site
impacts

High-level
reviews of
contamination
risks

asbestos
around
railway land
to be
investigated

Preliminary
assessment
prepared by
Jacobs - Review
recommendations
with EPA

VPA

EPA to
receive at
as part of
PSP

Balance between
density and
provision of
School

Interface between
future residential
and
rural land to the
north and east

Dwelling yield and
densities for the
precinct not yet
determined
Transition from
higher density
development to
lower residential
densities

Transition from
higher density
development to
lower residential
densities

Recieve and
review the
biodiversity
report - along
the creek area

MW looking
at drainage
issues

resolve minor
contamination
issue

Place-base
Co-design

higher
densities do
not have the
same
demographics

Dwelling yield and
densities for the
precinct not yet
determined

Agree

Non residential
uses may have to
be
located outside
the gas pipeline
buffer(s)

Dwelling yield
and densities
for the
precinct not yet
determined

Activity #2B

Key
Issue

Interface between
future residential
and
rural land to the
north and east

Transition from
higher density
development to
lower residential
densities

(15mins)

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Issues

Any other issues to add?

Agree

Key Issues Action +
Responsibility

Activity #2A

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Staging need
to start in the
south west
corner
Balance between
density and
provision of
School

broader
community
infrastructure
assessment

Council
would prefer
to see the
school there

1500 won't
get a school
needs to be
high or
consider

Allow for a
school but in a
flexible way so
it could be
adapted

Engagement
with APA
around
potential to
reduce buffer

DET, VPA

APA VPA/Council
to lead
discussions

(10mins)

Finish

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.
Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Finished

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.

(5mins)

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Key Opportunities

Agree
Maximise what is
available - Large
amount of
constrained land

Distinguishing
Wallan East from
being a typical
residential precinct

Agree

Higher
densities
closer to the
train station

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Key
Opportunities

(10mins)

What are the key actions?

Prioritise Key Opportunities
(5mins)

Distinguishing
Wallan East from
being a typical
residential precinct

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Higher densities
closer to the train
station

Explore
sustainability
Distinguishing
Wallan East from initiatives (e.g.
environmentally
being a typical
sensitive design)
residential
precinct

Interface
treatments

Integration with
train station &
Hume with
transport a big
focus

Who is responsible?

Responses to
constraints
become the
unique
products

Developers

VPA

Council
Consider the Rural
interface with the
surrounding Farming
Zone land. No back
fences but nice larger,
open blocks.

Partnership among
landowners
provides the
opportunity to share
assets, benefits and
constraints

Higher densities
closer to the train
station

Agree

Any other opportunities to add?

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?

Explore
sustainability
initiatives (e.g.
environmentally
sensitive design)

21 Station
street as
litmus test

Buildings and
functioning of
the centre (e.g.
reduced car
use)

Affordable &
social
housing
opportunities

WSUD water
sensitive
urban desing

Be clear
about what
high density
means

Best practice water
management - EPA
guideline, MW to
build into Drainage
Scheme(s)

Stage the
project to
end with high
density

DHHS /
Developers

This is a title...
YVW

MW to include WSUD
opportunities/connectivity
into design where possible

Allow appropriate
drainage buffers to
Merri Creek, also
amenity
values/overshadowing,
biodiversity link buffer.

Agree

Explore
sustainability
initiatives (e.g.
environmentally
sensitive
design)

Caution around
amenity impacts
from amenity
impacts (air
quality, noise).

Partnership among
landowners
provides the
opportunity to share
assets, benefits and
constraints.

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Sorry Jacob, just
trying out some
drawing skills
and techniques
with this software

Partnership among
landowners
provides the
opportunity to share
assets, benefits and
constraints

Ability to take the
arguments out of
the location of
densities and non
residential assets

Allow for
streamlined
process

WPA &
Landowners

Ideal location for another
medium density /
townhouse or low
apartment building
precinct.

Theme 6
Encouraging Sustainable and Responsive Development Outcomes

Wallan East
Vision + Purpose CoDesign
Workshop #2

INSTRUCTIONS

Theme 6
Encouraging Sustainable and
Responsive Development
Outcomes

Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key issue by
placing a thumbs up.

Key Issues Validation
(5mins)

Issues Validation

Step 4 - Move on to Activity #1B

Key Issue

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Prioritise Key
Issues

(5mins)

(5mins)

Activity #1C
Key Issues Action +
Responsibility
(15mins)

Activity #2 - Key Opportunities

Agree

Second and
third issues
related - Need
for higher
densities West
of merri creek

Transition from
higher density
development to
lower residential
densities

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key
Opportunities
Validation

Prioritise Key
Opportunities

Key
Opportunities Action +
Responsibility

(5mins)

(5mins)

Agree

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular issue on the
graph. If participants have additional
comments, write it on a post it note.
Step 3 - Move on to Activity #1C

Any education
uses (if required)
need to be
outside the
buffer

Important to
consider
appropriate/sensitve
densities along the
waterway corridor
for Merri Creek

Agree

Appropriate
buffers to
Merri Creek
will be
required

This is essential
information in
appropriately
determining
servicing
requirements

Travel
component and
transport to and
from precinct,
walkable
neighbourhood

Accessibility
to LTC's and
community
infrastructure

Cannot plan
without dwelling
numbers, critical
input for education
and other
infrastructure

Prevention of
Urban heat
island affect provision of
green
infrastructure

Activity #1B

Key Issues - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Issue

(15mins)

What are the key actions?

Who is responsible?

Prioritise Key Issues
(5mins)

Interface between
future residential
and
rural land to the
north and east

As a group, select a Key Issue from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance and feasibility.

Cannot plan
without dwelling
Accessibility
Dwelling yield and numbers, critical
densities for the input for education
to LTC's and
Caryet
parking and other
precinct not
community
requirementsinfrastructure
as
determined
Travel
Non residential
infrastructureuses may haveatoresult of highercomponent and
density in transport to and
Transition from
be
higher density located outsideproximity to the from precinct,
Interface between development to the gas pipeline train station.
walkable
future residential lower residential
buffer(s)
neighbourhood
densities
and
rural land to the
Prevention
of
north and east

Transition from
higher density
development to
lower residential
densities

Urban heat
island affect provision of
green
infrastructure

Any other issues to add?

Dwelling yield
and densities
for the
precinct not yet
determined

Activity #2A

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Non residential
uses may have
to be
located outside
the gas pipeline
buffer(s)

Interface between
future residential
and
rural land to the
north and east

Activity #1 - Key Issues

Key Issues
Validation

Issues Validation
Key Issue

Agree

Activity #1B

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Issue from below and place it on the
graph to rate the level of importance
and feasibility. *If there are
additional issues from the previous
activity, add it to the chart.

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional issues to add.

Introduction

Activity #1A

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #1A

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Outline of today

Activity #1C

Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key issue.

Car parking
requirements as
a result of higher
density in
proximity to the
train station.

Dwelling yield and
densities for the
precinct not yet
determined

(10mins)

Amenity impacts as
a result of the rural
interface. Impact of
farming and
residential uses on
each other (both
ways).

Urban
design
response

Understand
impact on
servicing

VPA to clarify
dwelling yield
to resolve
DET/ school
provision

VPA

Understand
interrelation
with dwelling
yield

VPA to astart
clarifying indicative
Dwelling yields influenced by
transition densities

Non residential
uses may have to
be
located outside
the gas pipeline
buffer(s)

VPA to
progress
discussions
with APA (1-2
months)

Cannot plan
without dwelling
numbers, critical
input for education
and other
infrastructure

VPA to clarify
dwelling yield
to resolve DET/
school
provision

VPA to
progress
community
infrastructure
assessment.

Accessibility
to LTC's and
community
infrastructure

VPA to
consider in
PSP: 20 min
walkable
neighbourhood

Take
advantage of
distance to
rail station

important
this is not
considered
in isolation

Understand
connection
with broader
catchment.

VPA to
clarify NDA
based on
constraints.

SMS required to
be prepared to
understand
uses allowed in
buffer

EPA
(consult)

Lead: VPA,
Council

Melbourne
Water,
Servicing
authorities

Lead: VPA,
council

Melbourne
Water,
Servicing
authorities

VPA

Lead: VPA,
council

Landowners
(consult)

DET
(inform/consult)

APA

DET, service
providers.

Finish

Prevention of
Urban heat
island affect provision of
green
infrastructure

Travel
component and
transport to and
from precinct,
walkable
neighbourhood

Increased blue
green spaces
within the PSP to
respond to the
surrounding
commercial, rail
and arterial roads

Connection to
rail and Wallan
township will be
difficult
considering
location

Incorporate this
into PSP to
encourage
positive
outcomes for
precinct

Respond to
outcomes of
rail station.

VPA, DoT

VPA to discuss issues
with Sustainability
officer to see where
we can implement
further sustainability
outcomes

VPA

VPA to
consider in
PSP: 20 min
walkable
neighbourhood

Upper Merri
Creek
Integrated
Water
Subcatchment

VPA, DoT,
Council

Investigate
housing
typology - how
this contributes
to sustainability

INSTRUCTIONS
Step 1 - As a group, identify what are
the key actions, determine potential
solutions and who is responsible in
relation to each key opportunity.
Step 2 - If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.
Step 3 - Finished

INSTRUCTIONS

Activity #2A

INSTRUCTIONS

Key Opportunities Validation

Step 1 - Ask participants whether
they agree with the key opportunity
by placing a thumbs up.

(5mins)

Step 2 - If participants disagree or
have additional comments, ask them
to write it on the post it provided or
capture them yourself by writing it on
the post it note.

Opportunities Validation

Opportunities Validation

Step 3 - Ask participants if they have
any additional opportunities to add.
Step 4 - Move on to Activity #2B

Step 1 - As a group, select a Key
Opportunity from below and place it
on the graph to rate the level of
importance and feasibility. *If there
are additional issues from the
previous activity, add it to the chart.

Key Opportunities

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Do you agree with this?
Drag a 'thumbs up' if you agree with this

Key Opportunities

Agree
Sustainability

Distinguishing
Wallan East from
being a typical
residential precinct

Agree

Higher
densities
closer to the
train station

Any other opportunities to add?
Connection to
natural setting in
the area and
waterway
(housing, layout
and streetscape)

Agree

Explore
sustainability
initiatives (e.g.
environmentally
sensitive
design)

Partnership among
landowners
provides the
opportunity to share
assets, benefits and
constraints.

Agree

Potential
Traditional
Owner Caring
for Country
initiatives

If you disagree, use a post it note
to explain why.

Step 2 - Ask participants why they
placed the particular opportunity on
the graph. If participants have
additional comments, write it on a
post it note.

Activity #2B

Activity #2C

Key Opportunities - What are the key actions? and Who is responsible?
Key
Opportunities

Prioritise Key Opportunities
(5mins)

Distinguishing
Wallan East from
being a typical
residential precinct

As a group, select a Key Opportunity from below and place it on the graph to rate the level of importance

Step 3 - Move on to Activity #2C

Connection to
natural setting in
the area and
waterway
(housing, layout
and streetscape)

(10mins)

What are the key actions?

Continue to
investigate
sustainable
initiatives

take advantage
of natural
values/ merri
creek in
precinct

Who is responsible?

Giving priority to
active transit to
connect the
residents to the
station precinct

Respond to
outcomes of
21 Station
Street.

early delivery
of
infrastrcutre
asresidents
move in

VPA, council

Landowners

Higher densities
Partnership among
closer to the train
landowners
station
provides the

Explore
sustainability
initiatives (e.g.
Distinguishing
environmentally
Wallan East from
sensitive design)
being a typical
residential
precinct

opportunity to share
assets, benefits and
constraints

Higher densities
closer to the train
station

Potential
Traditional
Owner Caring
for Country
initiatives

Explore
sustainability
initiatives (e.g.
environmentally
sensitive design)

Balancing out
the opportunity
for innovation
with
feasibility/cost/
timing
Explore
opportunities
associated with
energy (engage
with service
provider)

Partnership among
landowners
provides the
opportunity to share
assets, benefits and
constraints

Potential
Traditional
Owner Caring
for Country
initiatives

Connection to
natural setting in
the area and
waterway
(housing, layout
and streetscape)

Continued
engagement
with VPA, DoT,
landowners,
community

Council to
progress
master plan.

Awareness of
cost/timing
implications of
sustainability
features.

VPA to
investigate
sustainability
opportunities.

Already
partnership
in place

ensure
demographic
analysis considers
housing diversity
adjacent to and
within precinct

Work with VPA
sustainability
officer to realise
further
opportunities

Housing and
streetscape to
integrate the
surrounding features
of Merri Creek and
rural / parkland
throughout the PSP,
not just the interfaces

Wurundjeri
Cultural Flows
assessment for
Upper Merri
Creek IWM
subcatchment

VPA, council

DET, s ervice
providers
(inform/consult)

VPA

VPA/ agencies
maintain
dialogue with
partnership

Wurundjeri
Cultural Values
Opportunity which
is different to
confirming Cultural
Heritage

Consider how PSP
can consider
energy as an
option to improve
sustainability e.g.
local/ micro grid

housing typology is
important to
encourage a diversity
of family types,
students,
porfessionals etc may change
assumptions

landowners

DoT have
undertaken a
CVA for the
Wallan area. VPA
to engage with
this work.

VPA progress
internal
Cultural
Heritage
Assessment.

Wurundjeri

VPA,
Council

VPA

Merri Creek
Management
Committee

Aboriginal
Victoria

DELWP
Wallan
Regional
Parkland

WALLAN EAST PSP 2.o
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